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Thatcher considers abandoning
U.N.efforts, ordering invasion
By The Associated Press
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher is expected to decide within
the next 48 hours whether to abandon U.N. efforts to solve the
Falkland Islands crisis and order
an invasion, Britain's domestic
news agency Press Association
said today.
Later at the United Nations,
Secretary-General Javier Perez
de Cuellar said his initiative to bring peace between Argentina and
Britain had entered its "final
stage."
He set an appointment with Britain's U.N. Ambassador Anthony
Parsons, just returned from a
weekend trip home for consultations with Mrs. Thatcher's war

cabinet.
Perez de Cuellar planned a
follow-up meeting with Argentine
Deputy Foreign Minister Enrique
Ros in his ninth day of efforts to
mediate a cease-fire in the sixweek crisis.
"Mess there is an unexpected
breakthrough at the United Nations ... the invasion now appears
cectain," the Press Association
said.
On Sunday, Britain's defense
minister said Argentina had a
week to reach a settlement at the
United Nations or face an invasion
of the South Atlantic islands by
troops aboard the Royal Navy
fleet of 82-plus ships.
Press Association said Mrs.

Thatcher and her advisers "are
convinced that Argentina will
never agree to withdraw" its
forces from the Falklands until
Britain agrees to surrender
sovereignty over the islands. Britain has refused to discuss
sovereignty as a precondition for
withdrawal.
The news agency did not identify sources for the report by
political and defense correspondents. But they are regularly briefed by Defense Ministry,
Foreign Office and other government officials on a non attributable basis.
The Argentines "are acting like
someone playing a game of tennis
(Continued On Page 2)

Salaries depend on position
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
growth of salaries of state officials
seems to depend heavily on their
branch of government.
Since Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
took office in December 1979,
salaries paid appointed officials
have increased moderately. The
exceptions are provided by
elected officials, whose pay is
linked to the inflation index.
In the legislative and judicial
branches, however, recent pay increases have been considerable.
"The salary is only a small part
of the bureaucracy," said George
Fischer, who heads th,! finance
and management cabinet. "If the
executive wastes state money,
he's costing you millions."
Fischer's claim is that under the

current administration, appointed
executive branch officials are saving the state millions of dollars.
Justice Secretary Neil Welch remains the highest-paid state official in the executive branch, at
$64,000 a year. In 1979, the justice
secretary's pay was $47,500 annually.
Harry Snyder, executive director of the state Council on Higher
Education, is second with $62,652.
In 1979, the salary was $55,000.
And Brown, who made $45,000
when he took office, now receives
$50,000.
On the other hand, the pay situation is rather static in the other top
positions of the executive branch.
All the cabinet secretaries are
making $47,500 yearly, exactly
what the level was 21
/
2 years ago.
Personnel Commissioner Dee

Maynard says that since
December 1979, the average pay
increase of a non-merit system
state official has been 6.8 percent.
During the same period, she
said, the average increase for
merit workers has been 24.7 percent.
Ms. Maynard said the average
state worker made $12,167 annually in December 1979 and now gets
$15,172.
Statistics also indicate that,
compared with other southeastern
states, non-merit salaries in Kentucky are not sharply 00—Of line
either way.
No comparisons are available to
show if this also is true of the
legislative and judicial branches.
But within two years, the
legislators' salaries and other
(Continued On Page 2)

READY FOR CONSTRUCTION — Groundbreaking for the construction project which will expand and
renovate West View Nursing Home was conducted today. Those participating in the ceremony included (from
left) H. Glenn Doran, Judge-Executive George Weaks, Rep. Freed Curd, Mac Fitts, J.H. Nix, Dr. Charles
Clark, John Gregory, Pete Parker, David Graham, Administrator Harold Beaman, J.D. Smithers, Richard
Griffin,Dr. Donald Hughes,Ronnie Geurin,Randy Thornton,Jo Crass and Jimmy Ford.

West View groundbreaking conducted;
addition set to open in March 1943
Ground-breaking at West View
Nursing Home was conducted at
10 a.m. today for the construction
of an addition of 86 intermediate
care beds and renovation of the
existing facility.
West View was originally built
in 1964 with 40 beds. An addition
was built in 1971, with the opening
in April 1972, adding 48 beds for a
total of 88 beds. The facility is now
licensed for Medicare and
Medicaid benefits with 56 skilled
beds and 32 intermediate care
beds. With the additional 86 beds,
it will have a final bed capacity of

174 beds with 56 being skilled beds
and 118 beds being intermediate.
-The need for intermediate care
beds are in demand in the Jackson
Purchase Area," Harold Beaman,
administrator, said. "West View
Nursing Home hopes to elevate
this problem with the addition of
these beds."
Construction will start immediately with the facility being
ready for occupancy in March
1983.
The facility now employees approximately 80 full-time
employees. With the addition corn-

MHSstudents take firsts
in foreign languages
Murray High School students
returned with several first places
from the Foreign Language competition at the University of Kentucky Saturday.
Both French and Spanish plays
won first places. French cast
members included Matt Harr-

Board of _Regents
to meetSaupday

SWIM REGISTRATION — Several parents and children were at the Calloway County Courthouse early this
morning as registration for the Red Cross Learn to Swim Program started today. Registration for the infant,
child, adult and special programs will continue from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. through Friday in the lobby of the
courthouse. Thereafter,it will be moved to the Red Cross office on the third floor of the courthouse.

The Murray Stake University
Board of Regents will meet at 9
a.m. Saturday in t board room
on the third floor of Wells Hall.
Items on the agenda include
discussion of the school foundation's decision on basketball coach
Ron Greene's contract, staff personnel and payroll items, report
from he budget committee, appointment of a chairman of the
department of psychology, promotions and an executive session on
confidential evaluation.

ington, Marcia Burnley, Jeff Carruthers, Kevin Cole, Claire Bell,
Mary Burke and Mary Ann Gordon. Spanish play members included Kellie Overbey, Mark
Hussung, Bill Bossing, Kelley McCarty, Mike Childress and Tracy
Rogers.
The Spanish group placed second in the state in overall points.
Individual winners were Lenny
Hardy and Kellie Overbey,second
and third, respectively, in literary
recitation III and IV; and Mary
James,third, oral proficiency.
French individual winners were
Mary Ann Gordon, third, literary
recitation IV; and Claire Bell,
third, literary recitation III. The
French chorus placed third.
In Latin I reading, LuAnn
Loberger placed first and Todd
Normally third.
Accompanying the students
were Ruth Howard, French
teacher, and Debbie Burgess,
Spanish and Latin teacher.

pleted approximately 40 to 50 additional employees will be needed.
Griffin Construction Co., Ft.
Smith, Ark., will be the primary
contractor in the addition project.
Local contractors include Dan
Parker Brick, Geurin Asphalt,
Vaughn Plumbing, Herbet Dick
Construction and Freed Cotham
Co.
Westview nursing home board
members are Dr. Donald Hughes,
Dr. Charles Clark, Dr. Thomas
Parker, Dr. Harry Whayne, Mrs.
Juliet Wallis, Mr. Harold Beaman
and Harold Glenn Doran Jr.

sunny, warm
Today mostly sunny and
warm with isolated late afternoon thunderstorms. High in
the mid to upper 80s. Light
south winds. Tonight partly
cloudy. Low in the low to mid
60s. Light south winds. Tuesday
partly cloudy and warm with a
30 percent chance of afternoon
thunderstorms. High in the mid
to upper 80s. South winds 10 to
15 mph.
Warm with a chance of
thundershowers Wednesday
and Thursday.
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Several turn outfor activities
at Hazel Lion's Club picnic
Hazel Lions' Club community
picnic brought out a nice crowd
for food, craft displays, guest
speakers and entertainment
Saturday.
First Congressional District
Rep. Carroll Hubbard was main
speaker for the event. He told the
crowd President John F. Kennedy's words are just as appropriate in today's economic
climate as they were 20 years ago
"Ask not what your country can
do for you, but what you can do for
your country."
Hubbard said the same applies
to one's local community, not just
the country. As an acknowledgement of that, he presented a $100
personal donation to the Lions
Club for use in the Hazel community.
He noted that if President
Reagan and Congress do not work
better in the next seven months
than in the last five to balance the
budget and decrease interest
rates, the next election year will
probably bring a large number of
freshman congressmen mitering
Washington.
Hubbard would not comment on
the federal grand jury investigation of his office for his campaign
practices during the 1979 governor's race. He said that story

e

e.t.:4"-Attlf*IT

would be disclosed at a later date.
He did say the investigation has
not hampered his effectiveness or
limited his ability to fulfill his
duties. "The only people who bring it up are reporters," Hubbard
said.
Also on hand was Judge Roy N.
Vance, campaigning for election
to the Kentucky Supreme Court.
Fresh barbecue dinners were
available and several people
displayed crafts. A number of performers were featured in the
talent competition,judged by staff
members of Murray radio station
WSJP. Winners were Country
Beat, a country and western band,
and Jim Jingles, a magician.

Murray High chorus
sets spring concert
Murray High School Mixed
Chorus will present a spring concert. Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the
school gym.
Joan Bowkiir, teacher of choral
music, will direct the chorus. She
will be assisted by a student --teacher, Doug Vancil.
There is no charge and the
public is invited to attend,
Bowker said.

(,......nfLe

entertainment for all
It wasn't the World's Fair, but Hazel Lions Club community picnic
Saturday offered plenty to entertain everyone who attended, including lots of fresh barbecue. Congressman Carroll Hubbard, left,
was guest speaker for the event. Upper left, Diane Clark sings a Kim
Carnes tune during the talent competition. Above right, Robbie
Rowland,Paris,Tenn,tries to hide from the heat as she displays her
homemade crafts.
ift photoi*DuanslUpstliii;
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Braniffexecutive points to industry sabotage
t.

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — A
Braniff International executive
predicts a grand jury investigation will show that senior officials
at American Airlines instructed
their workers to sabotage
Braniff's reservations system

Braniff Vice President Sam
Coats said Sunday that because
such dirty tricks were among the
factors leading to the airline's
demise Braniff's creditors might
be able to win some compensation
for their losses by suing

American
"In my view, one of the largest
potential claims that the
shareholders, employees and
creditors have is a potential claim
against American Airlines for

Prosecutor suggests Hinckley
was competent during illness
WASHINGTON (AP) — A prosecutor suggested today that John
W. Hinckley Jr. was able to get
good marks in college, travel
alone to California and work as it—
bus boy during the time a defense
psychiatrist said the presidential
assailant was developing a serious
mental illness.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Roger
M. Adelman cross-examined the
psychiatrist, William T.
Carpenter Jr., about the period in
1976-77 when Carpenter said Hinckley developed "process
schizophrenia."
Carpentor has testified that the
disease caused the defendant to
withdraw into a fantasy world,
leaving him emotionally unable to
appreciate the wrongfulness of
shooting President Reagan and
three other men.
The jury in Hinckley's trial
must decide whether he appreciated the wrongfulness of his
actions and could conform his con-

duct to the law's requirements as ckley's trial Friday that the defenit decides whether the defendant dant was controlled by an inner
is innocent by reason of insanity.
world of fantasy at the time of the
Adelman asked Carpenter if he March 30, 1981 shooting. The 26knew that Hinckey received A's year-old defendant was unable to
and B's at Texas Tech Univeristy appreciate the wrongfulness of his
during 1 976-77. Carpenter conduct, the doctor said.
answered he was aware of Hinckley's grades.
Q: He got an A in writing?
A: Yes.
Q: He held a job in 1977 at the
Taylor Supper Club (in Colorado)
as a busboy?
A: Yes.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
Q: This was the time he was suffering from process Farmer Wayne Cryts, jailed three
schizophrenia?
weeks ago for refusing to tell a
bankruptcy judge who helped him
A: Yes.
Q: In 1976 he traveled by move tons of soybeans from a
himself in California for several grain elevator, has been released
temporarily so he can testify
months?
Carpenter said that was the before a U.S. Senate subcomcase. But the psychiatrist added mittee.
Cryts, of Puxico, Mo., was
that during this period, Hinckley
was fantasizing, inventing people released from the Pope County
and events and behaving in an in- Jail on Sunday and ordered to
return by noon Wednesday, after
creasingly erratic way.
Carpenter told jurors at Hin- giving testimony in Washington to
a Senate Judiciary Committee
panel studying bankruptcy laws.
Cryts, who was jailed April 28
after moving 31,000 bushels of soybeans, was "very excited" about
getting out of jail, said Edie Deal,
A--- representative- of- the—U.S,-----lisp
the Pope County warrant officer.
Railroad Retirement Board,
The soybeans, which Cryts said
Nashville, is planning to meet
are his, were tied up in the
with individuals in the area in
Murray Police arrested Chico
June, according to L.J. LaRocque, Musgrove, 24, Chicago, at Mur- bankruptcy case of the James
Brothers Co. of Corning, which
district manager.
Cal Apartments Saturday evening operated 11 grain elevators in
The retirement board, head- according to Det. Charles Peeler.
Missouri and Arkansas. The comquartered in Chicago, administers
Musgrove, who lives at the com- pany filed for bankruptcy in
the railroad retirement and
plex, was charged with attempted
unemployment insurance acts burglary and public intoxication. August 1980.
The beans first were stored in a
covering the nation's railroad
He allegedly tried to enter one of James Brothers elevator near
workers. The board also assists in
the apartments by kicking down
the administration of other the door. He was arrested in the Madrid, Mo., but Cryts removed
them in February 1981 to an
federal laws affecting railroad
vicinity of the building.
elevator in Bernie owned by
workers, LaRocque said.
Peeler said four vehicles on another company. On July 22,
Anyone wishing to meet with the
Olive Boulevard were broken into
representative, at a date to be an- sometime after 1:30 a.m. Satur- Cryts defied an order from
nounced later, should write or call day. $870 worth of stereo equip- bankruptcy Judge Charles Baker,
who had appointed a trustee to
the retirement board at 108
ment was stolen from the cars and
Federal Building, 801 Broadway, damage was done to the dash oversee sale of the grain and
distribution of the proceeds to
Nashville, Tenn., 37203, (615) 251- boards and doors.
creditors, and removed the beans
5131.
Investigation is continuing.
from the Bernie elevator.

Jail releases
Wayne Cryts
to testify

Railroad
board member Police arrest
to arrive
break-in
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violation of the criminal antitrust later. In an interview published
Laws," Coats said
Sunday in The Dallas Morning
American has denied past News, Putnam said that if operaallegations of dirty tricks and on tions are resumed, it would be a
Sunday spokesman Al Becker said much smaller airline and would
Coats' comments were "unworthy not carry the Braniff name.
of comment."
Coats said he based his comA federal grand jury in Fort ments on "statements that have
Worth is investigating allegations been made to me, documents that
that American employed dirty have been brought to me and turntricks in its fierce competition ed over to the Justice Departagainst Braniff. The two Dallas- ment, and various conversations
area airlines shared many of the that have been held during the
same routes until Braniff suspend- past seven months." He refused to
ed all flights last Wednesday.
say who made the statements and
On Thursday, Braniff filed for provided the documents.
protection from its creditors
In a telephone interview from
under Chapter 11 of the Bankrupt- his Austin home, Coats stressed
cy Act. Its chairman, Howard Put- that no suit has been filed against
nam, said then that Braniff might American and none is being
reorganize and renew operations prepared. He also said he was

Falklands...
(Continued From Page 1)
and giving a precondition before
the game that it is being played on
the understanding that they win,"
Britain's U.N. Ambassador Anthony Parsons told reporters at
London's Heathrow airport today.
"It is not an acceptable basis to
start a game and it is not an acceptable way to start negotiations.
We should not prejudge the outcome of the talks," Parsons said
before boarding a Concorde flight
back to New York to resume
bargaining at the United Nations.
Parsons was recalled over the
weekend to brief Mrs. Thatcher
and her "War Cabinet." British
press reports said Parsons was instructed to give Argentina another
48 hours to reach agreement.
After that, the papers said, Mrs.
Thatcher would give British fleet
commander Rear Adm. John
Woodward,the go-ahead to retake

the Falklands.
Britain tightened its blockade
Sunday with air raids on the
Stanley airfield and two Argentine
ships, forcing the crew of one to
abandon it.
In Luxembourg, Britain
pressured its European Economic
Community partners to renew the
one-month boycott of Argentine
goods scheduled to expire tonight,
warning that a show of weakness
would encourage Argentina to
stall a negotiated settlement. The
10-member bloc scheduled an
evening meeting to decide.
In Buenos Aires, the U.S. Embassy strongly denied Ambassador Harry W. Schlaudeman
was consorting with government
dissidents in what newspapers
called an effort to destabilize the
ruling junta. TheitTai.-accusations were seen as further indications of Argentine anger over U.S.

(Continued From Page 1)
compensation will be twice that
they received in 1979 — in the
neighborhood of 820,000 a year.
And the legislative staff pay has
increased 30 percent in the past
two fiscal years.
The judges of Kentucky's three
highest courts also have received
substantial pay raises since 1979.
Salaries for Supreme Court
justices were raised from $39,000
to $51,940, for appellate judges
from $37,000 to $49,820 and for circuit WO from $35,000 to $47,700.
The judiciary staff has received a
total of 19 percent in average pay
increases in the past biennium.
The executive branch staff's
pay has gone up only 8.3 percent
during that period, according to

the data furnished by Fischer.
Individual salaries in all three
branches might make interesting
reading to state government insiders, but Fischer is more concerned over the lack of public
knowledge of the salary game.
If the state were a business, according to Fischer, it would rank
47th in Fortune Magazine's 500
corporations because Kentucky
has a $5 billion annual budget.
On that basis, he said, the governor as the chief executive should
be getting perhaps $400,000 a year,
and the level of officials just below
him should be worth 60 to 80 percent of that figure because they
are "compressed"toward the top.
By that yardstick, Human
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Resources Secretary Grady Stumbo, who runs a department of
10,500 workers, should be worth a
maximum of 8320,000 and a
minimum of $240,000 a year.
But the reality is that Stumbo
receives $47,500 as do the other
cabinet heads and that Kentucky
is not a corporation.
Fischer said the reality also is
that state salaries account for $600
million annually and executive
branch officials must try to
economize with the rema
$4.4
billion in the budget.
"It's not salaries that count, but
the decisions made by those
salaried people on behalf of the
taxpayers," he said. "Far from
getting fat salaries, many of our
executives are underpaid."

T Warehouse Foods

D

mum

GM OIJAUTY
SERVICE,PARTS

support for the British.
Military sources reported today
that Britain planned to step up its,
attacks on Argentine-held airfields, radar installations and
communications facilities on the
islands in advance of an invasion.
Argentina accused Britain of
mounting "indiscriminate attacks" on unarmed freighters carrying food, medicine and fuel to
the people of the Falklands and
said it would take "appropriate
steps to protect the residents'
legitimate rights."
Argentine Foreign Minister
Nicanor Costa Mendez accused
Britain of delaying the talks being
held by U.N. Secretary General
Javier Perez de Cuella to try to arrange a cease-fire and negotiations on the future of the South
Atlantic islands. Costa Mendez
said this would be a "difficult
week" at the United Nations.

Salaries...

SAVE

ON CHEVY NIEDIUM-DUTY
Take delivery of selected medium-duty
trucks between now and September 17,
1982. either from stock or orders placed
between now and May 31, 1982, and you
can get from $800 to $1200 depending on
which model you choose That's on gas or
on Detroit Diesel or Caterpillar diesel power.
conventional and Kodiak models. These
bonuses on nonfleet sales* come in the
form of a check directly from Chevrolet
after you take delivery or you can apply it
directly to your down payment.

talking about his personal opinions as an officer of Braniff, adding, "Braniff as an entity has
made no allegations."
"I feel there will be evidence
developed that American talked to
some of Braniff's bankers and
convinced them not to restructure
Braniff's debts," Coats said.
He said he also believes it will
be shown that American:
—Tried to persuade travel
agents not to use Braniff.
—Discriminated against Braniff
through a computer reservation
system, which is owned by
American but also used by other
airlines.
—Instructed its agents to try to
avoid booking Braniff for connecting flights.
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Bad-debt
doctors
The government has been more than generous
with students in this nation, loaning funds at low interest rates to complete their educations.
By far the vast majority of students who took advantage of the program have completed their
schooling and scrimped and saved to repay their
federal loans. They are the hardworking and honest
citizens.
However, there are some deadbeats who have
taken advantage of Uncle Sam's concern and
generosity. Among them are thousands of doctors
and dentists who are making lots of money but are
delinquent on their loans.
An audit by the Health and Human Services
Department shows that 63,000 doctors, dentists,
veterinarians, pharmacists and nurses are in arrears by nearly $31 million in repaying loans from
the Health Professions Student Loan Program.
These "professionals" are not only cheating their
government, they are giving the whole program a
bad reputation. The department's inspector general
recommends withholding Medicare and Medicaid
payments to deliquent doctors and boosting
penalties for late payments. We say, "Get on with
it."

Mirrray Ledger & Times

lowdown
Senator Charles Mathias Jr.(Md.)
"...I am introducing the Trademark
Counterfeiting Act of 1982. This bill, if
enacted, will help eliminate billions
of dollars in losses legitimate
businesses suffer every year to the
commercial counterfeiters.
Counterfeiting has extended into virtually every aspect of our lives.
"To most people. the word
"counterfeit" conjures up visions of
bogus $20 bills or phony New York City subway tokens, but the problem
reaches almost all manufacturing
activity.
"Counterfeit watches, automoblie
parts and high fashion leather goods
come first to mind, but its ramifications are not limited to the disappointments teenagers feel when her
counterfeit designer jeans shrink on
the first contact with water or the

by joe crump
annoyance a rich dowager feels when
a fake gold watch turns her wrist an
unsightly green. Counterfeit articles
can also kill.
"The Bell Helicopter Co. attributes
several fatal crashes to counterfeited
rotor gears, and a British bus
manufacturer traced a series of fatal
brake failures to counterfeit
brakeddrums that a Hong Kong
customer had returned as unsold
merchandise. In reality, the drums
had been counterfeited in Taiwan.
Even our space program is not off
limits to counterfeiters. In 1976, it
seems NASA discovered fake
transistors in vehicles destined for
outer space...
"In many countries counterfeiting
has some out of the back alleys and
dark garages of the slums and into

the mainstream of commerce. Little
fly-by-night operations have moved
into modern factories; their owners
have moved from the shadows of the
underworld into the respectable
ranks of the Rotary Club.
"The bill I introduce today would
establish criminal penalties of up to
$250,000 or 5 years imprisonment for
the offense of trafficking in
counterfeit brand name labels. I expect that the deterrent effect of the
measure will be especially useful. It
also allows treble damages for
private victims of counterfeiting.
"I urge all of my colleagues to give
this bill their careful scruting and to
consider joining me as cosponsor.
The problem it addresses is an important one, and it grows worse
every day.
"We need adequate laws to help

•I 942 Gepiey %MI SMITS*
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Tuning in FOI
Congress set out last year to do some fine-tuning
of the Freedom of Information Act, but the bill now
-beffire the Setide Judiciary Committee goes clear
off the dial. In attempting to make the act less
vulnerable to abuse, the bill would seriously undermine its usefulness as a tool for the public to keep
tabs on the government.
The FOI Act will never be perfect, because
government agencies will always quarrel with journalists, scholars, investigators, and others over
wharthe public has a right to know and what the
government has a right to keep secret for one
reason or another.
Businesses have complained that inside information they supply to regulatory agencies can be obtained by competitors under the Act. Agencies have
complained about the expense of complying with requests for information. Above all the CIA and the
FBI have complained that the Act can force them to
disclose information damaging to national security
or law enforcement.
More than a few of the complaints from the
government side strike us as unwarranted. The law
now permits a judge to review sensitive documents
and decide whether an agency is justified in classifying them as secret and denying an FOI request to
see them. That system seems to be working. The
government seems to be suffering more harm and
embarassment from deliberate or accidental leaks
of information than through the FOI act.
As for costs, the Senate bill may satisfy that problem by allowing agencies to impose fees for filling
extensive requests for information, thus discouraging frivolous use of the Act. It is in the area of national security and law enforcement that the bill swings the pendulum too far in the direction of protecting government secrecy.
Under the bill, the Attorney General would be empowered to make entire categories of information
exempt from the Act — "terrorism, organized
crime, or foreign counterintelligence." As sensitive
as those areas may be, this would relieve the
Justice Department of any need to establish that
release of information in those broad categories
would somehow be harmful.
Further, federal agencies which may now
withhold information that would "interfere with enforcement proceedings" would be able to withhold
any information "relevant to enforcement proceedings." This is an invitation to build a fence
around files as encompassing as one's definition of
"relevant" can make it. Under the present law, an
agency can withhold information that "would
disclose" a confidential source.
We find no fault with the bill's attempt to deal
with the problem of foreign agents who pose as journalists or scholars to use the FOI Act to probe for information in sensitive areas of the U.S. government. It would give an agency the right to question
on whose behalf an individual is making an FOI request.
The Freedom of Information Act establishes that
the government must have a bona fide reason to
withhold information from the public it serves.
There is nothing wrong with that principle. The
Senate, however, is threatening to amend the Act in
a way that would allow agencies to hide behind
smokescreens of excuses to avoid compliance with
legitimate requests for information.
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Economic 'facts' and reality
FRANKFORT — Changes in the
has begun and the project is now -on
economy haven't caused Governor
hold with its status uncertain." He
John Young Brown Jr. to change his
blamed the downturn in the
facts in "the speech" he makes at
economy.
every opportunity about the inHowever, a $97,300,000 expansion is
dustrial development and business
on schedule and operating with 80
growth during his term.
new employes with a projected
Neither has it caused the Comemployment of 300 in the future.
merce Department to alter its claims
Skaggs said total employment for
the large Ashland concern is down to
and facts about new and expanded
4,050 now against a normal force of
manufacturing plants during 1980
4,620 when the plant is in full producand 1981 in Kentucky, although the
tion.
downturn in the economy is nationThe Commerce Department tendwide and not limited to Kentucky.
ed
to round out figures at zeros and
The booklet on manufacturing
fives, the survey showed.
developments in Kentucky in 1981
For example, the booklet shows
published by the Commerce DepartBatesville Casket Co. of Campment lists 81 new manufacturing
bellsville making an investment of
plants with an investment of
$25 million with estimated employ$1,079,767,690 with an anticipated
ment at 400.
employment of 5,510 workers, or new
Terry Cosby, a company official,
jobs for the state.
said
the investment figure is nearer
The booklet also claims 432 expan$22
million
with projected employsions at an outlay of $603,270,883 with
ment at 175."
an employment increase of 7,947.
The booklets says Somerset Boat
Commerce Cabinet Secretary
Company's new plant at Corbin will
Bruce Lunsford also is proud of the
cost $1.5 million and employ 40 peoseven new supportive industries that
ple. Production manager Jim
are expected to employ 122 more peoMcBurney
said in a telephone interple with an investment of
view the correct figure is nearer $1.1
$256,875,000.
million and is expected to employ up
In The Speech that Brown makes
to
40 when in full production. The
across the country he tells of his accompany
has a plant at Somerset
complishment in running Kentucky
that
has
been
in operation several
government like a business and
years, as well as other investments in
claims to have reduced operating
Somerset.
costs by cutting unnecessary personThe Brown Printing Co. at
nel from the payroll.
He has cut about 4,000 from the
state payroll, but the payroll cost
now stands at its highest in history.
Brown claims the new investments
Ten years ago
total about $1.6 billion in 1981 to
Calloway County
Ross,
Lucille
create 13,000 plus new jobs.
Nurse, had presided as presiSchool
He hasn't bothered to adjust his job
dent of Kentucky School Nurses
figures and explain that the recession
Association at meeting at Frankfort.
has brought unemployment in KenDeaths reported included Mrs.
tucky to its highest figures since the
Lillie Russell, 64, Ralph Suiter and
great depression. He hasn't said that
Carl E. Lamb,Jr., 23.
industries have laid off more people
Births reported included a boy ot
than have been employed by new and
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wisehart on
expanded industries.
April 29 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
The largest new plant announced in
Jack Rose on May 10.
1981 was made by Armco Steel in
Elected as officers of Murray
Ashland at an estimated cost of $296
Business and Professional Women's
million. The announcement was
Club were Annie J. Nance, -Faye
made August 26, 1981. The smallest is
Stephens, Betty Riley, Frances
a Frankfort firm with two employees _ Whitnell and Madelle Talenl
that makes barrel planters:
Twenty years ago
In a telephone interview fast week Opening of bids for construction Of
Bill Skaggs, head of industrial relaa new Murray-Calloway County .
tions for Armco, said no construction
General Hospital was today at cour-

fight it, and this bill is a step in that
direction. I request unanimous consent that the text of my bill (S.2428)
be printed in the Record..."
•••
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
A recent program on television
went to great lengths to show how
counterfeiting trademarks on jeans,
jewelry and luggage is costing the
American consumer disappointment
and financial loss. What the program
failed to show was that counterfeiting
trademards can be deadly.
It will be difficult to prosecute
counterfeiters located in a foreign
country, but the teeth in the Senator's
bill is that persons trafficking in
counterfeit brand name labels will be
in violation of the Trademark
Counterfeiting Act.

Franklin spent $13 million in a 1981
project and is currently spending
another three million for expansion,
Roswell Dennison, engineering
manager, said. The company prints
magazines, catalogs and brochures
in colors. It is a German held concern
with headquarters in Wateca, Minn.
The Gravure Corporation of
Florence is spending $7.5 millions
and presently is employing 25
workers which force is expected to
grow to 50 for the production of
rotogravure plates for a nationwide
market, Todd Wood, vice president
said in a telephone interview.
The AE Udimet, Ltd., producers of
special metal products, technical
equipment and special engineering
designs is spending $3 million on a
plant that now employs 10 speciality
people. The company produces
powdered metals that are used in jet
engines, a company spokesman told
the Caldwell County Times.
Anaconda Company is building a
plant at Russellville that is expected
to cost $400 million and will employ
400 to 500 eventually.
In the 1980 Commerce booklet, The
State Journal in Frankfort was listed
with expansion of $1,150,000.
Publisher Albert E. Dix said this was
mistake. "We haven't spent that
much since we bought the firm in
1961." He said this figure could be for
the total equipment investment for
the plant.

looking back
thouse, according to Bernard
Harvey, administrator.
Deaths reported included Wayne
Cunningham, 15, and Sam Warren,
U.
Births reported included a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Max Paschall,
May 6. and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Howard, May 4.
Thirty years ago
Summer School was to open June 9
at Murray Training School, according to John E. Robinson, director. Grade teachers were to include
Georgia Wear, Ola Brock, Mattie
Trousdale and Lottit Suiter.
Fourth annual North-South Basketball Game was to be played June 14
at Murray State College.
John H. Brinn was serving as
minister of Murray Church of Christ.

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband retired
last year in his early 60's and he loves
it. I am the one who is having trouble
adjusting! I had such a dream of
what our retirement would be like,
and the reality of it is very disappointing. I am left alone much of the day
as he goes to one of his men's clubs to
play cards. I eat most of my evening
meals alone, and spend most evenings alone, as he is still playing
cards. If he does spend an evening at
home, he has his head stuck in a
newspaper or in the t.v. until about
midnight, then its the same thing the
next day. I wanted our retirement to
be special, spending time together at
enjoyable pursuits, having mutual
friends over for cards, sharing a hobby or two. But, like you have said
many times in your column, a retirement needs to be planned and
discussed well in advance of the
retirement.
Sometimes, when I am not depressed and feeling bitter, I feel sorry for
him, because I feel that he is missing
out on so much. I have tried to get
him interested in other things, but he
just tells me that "it's his retirement!"
I have a few hobbies of my own
which do not include him, and we do
have grandchildren. But I am still
bitter and lonely. You know, you can
be married and still be lonely. I have
been so depressed lately that my doctor is giving me pills for depression.
I have decided that, even though I
don't know how this will all turn out, I
have to try to do something, such as
seeking counseling or a job outside
the home. I just have one question:
Do women ever get to retire? I don't
mind the continuing housework and
such, but I do mind the attitude that it
is his retirement. G.E.
ANSWER: We hear your story
everyday. Not just from women,
though, but also from men who have
retired to find that during their
lifetime, the wife has gotten herself
involved in so many outside activities
that she does not want to give up, that
the wife has very little time for the
husband.
"Retirement" is a frame of mind
more than anything else. We feel that
if you are having trouble with your
husband's retirement, but he seems
to be enjoying himself, that you
should probably consider counseling.
Not that you should expect a change
in him, but so that you can learn to
feel more at ease and relaxed with a
situation that is so far from what you
had expected. One of the main
reasons we have always urged retirement planning is because one person's idea of retirement is not
necessarily another's.
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datebook
Tennis ploy Wednesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday from 10:30 a.m. to noon at the
club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Jan Wilson,
Jennifer Hewlett, Vicki Holton and Renee Wynn;
Court Two — Carol Waller, Leisa Faughn, Annette
Alexander and Kathy Kopperud; Court Three —
Deanna Parker, Rebecca Dublin, Debbie Keller
and Dinah Vire. Substitutes will be Mary Warren
Sanders and Pat Weatherly.

Tennis ploy Thursday
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Sue
Overbey, Patsy Oakley, Andrea Hogancamp and
Jenny S. Smock; Court Two — Janna Hughes,
Georgianna Moffitt, Judy Carroll and Brenda Marquardt; Court Three — Joni Billington, Rainey Apperson, Emmy Edwards and Sharon Wells; Court
Four — Sharron Brown, Patsy Miller, Jeanetta
Williams and Nancy Whitmer. A substitute will be
Peggy Billington.

North Fourth and Walnut Streets, Murray, at 10
a.m. and to return about 4 p.m. The cost for
transportation only will be $6. For information call
the senior citizens office, 753-0929.

Senior awarded scholarship
Miss Elizabeth Ann Magness, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Magness of Mayfield, has been
awarded a Board of Regents scholarship from Murray State University. She is a senior at Mayfield
High School where she has been a member of the
school band, the Beta Club, French Club, Future
Homemakers of America and golf team.
She plans to study home economics at Murray
State. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Otis
Magness and the late Mr. Magness of Mayfield and
of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Barnett of Murray.

Craft day to be May 26
A craft day for Calloway County Homemakers
and interested persons will be Wednesday, May 26,
at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center. Crafts will include smocking and soft sculpture. Persons interested should
call the Extension Office, 753-1452, by Friday, May
21.

Roney receives degree

Pamela Todd graduates

Peter Roney received his degree of Doctor of
Medicine from the University of Louisville School of
Medicine on May 9. He will take his residency in opthalmology at the UL Hospital. Mr. Roney
graduated from Calloway County High Scool and
Murray State University.
The graduate is the son of Mrs. Anne Roney of
Kirksey and is married to the former Susan
Johnson of Murray.

Ms. Pamela Todd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
M. Todd of Rt. 7, received her degree of Bachelor of
Business Administration in the spring graduation
exercises at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
She had graduated in August 1981 and now is
employed by the Payroll Department of University
of Kentucky.
Attending the graduation from Murray were Mr.
and Mrs. Todd and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Kelly and
son, Benji.

Seniors will be honored

Musical to be Tuesday

A special dinner for all Senior Citizens in honor of
Older Americans Month will be Thursday at the
Senior Citizens Center in the park at Mayfield. This
will be a free dinner with Grady Stumbo, secretary
of Department of Human Resources, as speaker.
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
have chartered a bus to leave the parking lot at

A musical, -Let George Do It," will be performed
by the Fifth Grades of Murray Middle School on
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Middle School Auditorium.
No admission will be charged, according to
Margaret Boone, music director.

Davis-Thompson wedding planned
The engagement and
approaching marriage of
Miss Rhonda Kay Davis,
to Kerry Lyle Thompson,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
David Thompson of Murray, has been announced
by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Davis of Bald
Knob, Ark.
Grandparents of the
bride-elect are Mrs. Lois
Falwell Jones of Bradford, Ark., and Bill Davis
of Bald Knob.
Miss Davis is a
graduate of Bald Knob
High School, attended
Harding University,
Searcy, Ark., and has
completed training with
Braniff Airlines School,
Dallas. She presently is
employed with Davis
Realty Co.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Elwood White of Hazel
and of the late Mrs.
Gladys Thompson Sadler
of Buchanan, Tenn.
Mr. Thompson, a
graduate of Murray High
School, received his
degree this month from
Harding University,
Searcy, Ark. He has accepted a position with
Colonial Life & Accident
Insurance Co., Little be exchanged in a garden
Rock, Ark.
ceremony on Friday,
The wedding vows will June 11, at 1 p.m. A

band, Alex, moved to
their present residence in
Calloway County from
Morton Grove, Ill., in
1974, following his retirement.
Since joining the Mur-

ray Art Guild in 1975, she
has enrolled in numerous
workshops sponsored by
the guild, and has exhibited her oil paintings
at the Calloway County
Public Library and the

Ask Lisa...
SHE LOST
50 POUNDS

DEAR ABBY: Our
politicians toss the term
"billions of dollars"
around so casually that it
might interest your
readers to know how
Land Between the Lakes much a billion dollars
Arts & Crafts Festival.
really is. To illustrate:
A man gave his wife a
Mrs. Gay works exmillion dollars and told
cusively with oil paints
her to spend $1000 every
and favors landscapes,
day and come back when
seascapes and still life.
she ran out of money. She

IN 15 WEEKS!
Now Wears a Size6
Lisa Edelstein went from a
size 16 to a size 6. And as she
puts it, " ..from an introvert
to an aggressive, happy,
busy and, for the first
time, datable young
woman!"

central contse 753-3314

3-D!
ITS
BACK!
And it....

COMIN'
ATIlAbe.

DIET CENTER.
SETS THE STANDARDS!
SAFETY •EFFECTIVENESS•PRICE

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS
AND WELL TEACH YOU NOW TO KEEP IT OFF!
IF YOU COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF
YOU
WOULD HAVE
BY NOW

Ladies plan play
The ladies of the Murray Country Club will
have their regular golf
day Wednesday with
Rowena Cullom as
hostess.
Any person listed who
cannot play should contact Mrs. Cullom at 7538036. Any one desiring to
play who is not listed may
come and be paired at the
tee.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No. 1
9:30 a.m. — Mary
Bogard, Betty Jo Purdom, Toni Hopson and
Venela Sexton.
9:40 a.m. — Betty
Lowry, Inus Orr, Frances
Hulse and Evelyn Jones.
9:50 a.m. — Dorthy
Fike, Jerlene Sullivan,
Faira Alexander and
Madelyn Lamb.
10 a.m. — Sue Brown,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Anna Mary Adams and Sue
Costello.
10:10 a.m. — Rowena
Cullom, Ve Severns, Barbara Stacy and Al

Ramsey.
Tee No.4
9:30 a.m. — Margaret
Shuffett, Judy Latimer,
Pam Mavity and Diane
Villanova.
9:40 a.m. — Exie Hill,
Martha Sue Ryan, Nancy
Orr and Betty Powell.
9:50 a.m. — Euldene
Robinson, Chris Graham,
Billie Cohoon and Peggy
Shoemaker.
Tee No.7
9:30 a.m. — Lois
Keller, Viginia Schwettman, Molly Booth and
Linda Alexander.
9:40 a.m. — Jo Benson,
Mary Bazzell, Marge
Kipp and Frances
Parker.
Winners for play on
May 12 were Mary
Bogard, championship
flight; Toni Hopson, first
flight; Louise Lamb, second flight; Rebecca Irvan, third flight; Billie
Cohoon, fourth flight;
Evelyn Jones, Sue
Brown, Toni Hopson and
Rebecca Irvan, all tied
for overall low putts.

QUARTZ

The Village
aboselet at. 753-01314

641 N.Murray, Ky.
753-0020

Joe Smith
Carpet Center

reception will follow at
A 1 1 friends and
Camp Wyldwood,Searcy, relatives are invited
to atArk.
tend.

did so, and returned, speak to her again'.
broke, after about three
What can I do? I hate to
years.
start my marriage off
He then gave her a with bad feelings between
billion dollars. After Jack's mother and me,
spending $1000 a day, she but all I can afford is 75
returned — after about from her side. Also, we
2,740 years!
are short 10 wedding inFELIX IN L.A. vitations and it's too late
DEAR FELIX: Thanks to order any more. Please
for explaining in help me.
By Abigail Von Buren
understandable terms
BITING MY TONGUE pleasure, others can prohow much a billion
DEAR BITING: Tell fit by your "sins of omisdollars really is.
your mother-in-law that if sion."
Now let me explain it in she needs 10 extra guests
There are nursing
terms of today's she will have to pay for homes
filled with elderly
economy: Let's say them. And if you're short people who
would so enMohammed Khalid Ibn 10 wedding invitations joy a little
regular attenJamal (not his real and it's too late to re- tion. Drop
in with a few
name) gave his wife a order, 10 guests (on flowers
from your
billion dollars and told Jack's side) will have to garden,
magazines you
her to go shopping on settle for handwritten in- would
have thrown away,
Rodeo Drive in Beverly vitations or a telephone some homemad
e goodies,
Hills and buy whatever call.
etc. One day a week take
•
•
•
she wanted. She started
one or two or as many as
on Monday and came
DEAR ABBY: The you can for a little ride.
back on Friday. Broke.
Saturday before last Bring the children along
•••
Mother's Day (at 5 p.m.) on occasion. Old folks
DEAR ABBY: When my husband handed me a love children.
Jack and I became $50 bill and said, "I didn't
Do this, at first, in
engaged seven months know what to get you for reparatio
n, and in time it
ago, I asked Jack's Mother's Day, so here's will become
a labor of
mother to please start the cash; get yourself love. True,
of course, we
making up a guest list whatever you want."
can only have one
because I had to know
I felt so bad I could mother, but in the family
how many people to plan hardly hold back the
of God we are all one: he
on. I am paying for the tears. Why are some men loves
us, be forgives us.
reception myself. My so cruel?
Cheer up by cheering
father is dead and my
SENTIMENTAL others up. It is a beautiful
mother has all she can do
DEAR SENTIMEN- prescription for sleep and
to support the family.
TAL: Cruel? Your hus- peace.
After waiting for three band would qualify for
months, I asked Jack's "Husband of the Year" in
mother for her guest list some homes. Your man
and she said there was may not have much implenty of time. Finally I agination, but at least he
told her that I could af- remembered you. If you
ford to have no more than never have a more
150 at the reception, serious problem, you will
which meant 75 from her indeed be a lucky lady.
•••
MOSES LAKE, Wash.
side and 75 from ours.
(AP)
— After 100 years,
Well, the invitations are
CONFIDENTIAL TO
ready to be mailed, the TEARS ON MY PILLOW Ida Maude Burch isn't
wedding is eight weeks IN CLEARWATER, about to "get bossed
away and Jack's mother FLA.: Regret is the around."
She's enrolled in the
now informs me that she cancer of life. Although
must invite 85 guests or a It's too late for you to give assertiveness training
lot of people will never your own mother class at Big Bend Community College.
"I can get bossed
around" by younger
folks,she said. "I can't do
all the things I used to do.
People aren't always fair
in what they expect of
elderly people.
"I just need to tell
them,that's all."
Mrs. Burch and her
daughter, Jessie
Jackson, 69, are among
You won't feel so new or need that city
seven people from the
map much longer if you'll arrange for a
Soap Lake area enrolled
WELCOME WAGON call
in the night class.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
"It's easy to do nothing
I can give you personal home-town answers to many of your new-town quesin life," she said. "Then
tions — shopping, sights to see and other
your mind goes to sleep.
helpful
.community information.
My daughter and I have
Plus a basket of useful gifts for your
taken many classes that
home.
have interested us."
Put the map away and reach for the
She learned
needlewor
k at IS end still
rdigie
tends to her garden of
vegetables and flowers.
Inge= King
"Learning Is Important
Kathryn
Outland
753-3079
Asst.
—
keeps your mind
Hostess
492-11348
713-5570
awake,"she said.

100-year-old
woman taking
college class

Home-town
answers to

new-town

Which Pulsar Quartz
slim dress watch is right
for you?
Any Pulsar Quartz watch you select is right
Each and every ones beautiful They aji give near-perfect
timekeeping accuracy and the botterAstsjor two years
Some offer sweep second hands bilingual day/dote calendars
and rhOr• See the entire collection so mak* your selection
of bracelet or strop models All at prices as slim as the styling
Pulsar.Quartz
Always a beat beyond. In technology. In waive.

Open 0 to 5
7534660
Mon.-Fri. Murray, Ky.-Peris Ti.
to 4

Kay Davis
to wed Kerry Lyle Thompson

Spending of billion illustrated

Sallie Gay's works on exhibit
The oil paintings of
Sallie Gay, Hamlin, are
on exhibit in the lobbies of
the Cheri-Capri Theatres
on Chestnut Street during
the month of May.
Mrs. Gay and her hus-
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Blood River WMU members attend meeting
Twenty-four women
from this area recently
attended the 79th annual
meeting of Kentucky
Women's Missionary
Union at Harrodsburg
Baptist Church, Harrodsburg.

AMONG THOSE attending Kentucky WMU convention at Harrodsburg were,
from left, Ruby Fannin, Martha Littrell, Shirley Werts, Sara Bagwell, Nadine
Beane, Connie White, Margaret Taylor and Opal Reeves.

Volunteers plan meeting
Callowhy County
Public Library
Volunteers will meet at
10:30 a.m., Thursday,
May 20, in the library
meeting room.
A program of Appalachian music by Molly
Ross will open the
meeting. Mrs. Ross, a
student of Kay Bates, has
just finished her senior
recital at Murray State
Universty and she is the
wife of Dean Ross, campus minister of the Murray Christian Fellowship.
Nadine Turner, director of nursing at the

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will give a program on her recent trip to
China. Mrs. Turner, who
has been with the hospital
for 18 years, was chosen
as one of 31-member
delegation of nurses to
visit China. The Peopleto-People Organization of
Spokane, Wash., sponsored the trip. The
organization's purpose is
to exchange ideas and information between
groups in different countries who have similar interests.
Following the program,

Doris Millendore,
president, presided. "Go
— I Am With You" was
the theme. Dr. Chester
Swor, 74, spoke each
evening and was a
delight, according to Connie White, Blood River
Association WMU director. Swor is an author and
lecturer from Clinton,
Miss.
One of the missionary
inspirations was given by
Mrs. Bill Clark (Ruth)
Thomas who serves in
Thailand. Her husband

was former pastor of a
church here and in Trigg
County. She is the former
Ruth Douglas.
A historical marker
commemorating Lottie
Moon's work and life in
Danville was unveiled.
Miss Moon was a
member of first Baptist
church, Danville, while
teaching at Danville
Female Academy 1866-71.
Helen Jean Parker,
wife of president of
Foreign Missions Board,
was the speaker honoring
the memory of Lottie
Moon. Southern Baptist's
annual Christmas offering for foreign missions is
named for Miss Moon, a
19th century missionary
to China.
The local ladies stayed
at Stone Manor Motel in

Your Individual
Horoscope

Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will meet at 6 p.m.
at home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham.
Christian Women's
Club of Murray, Kentucky, will have a bridal
style show and luncheon
from noon to 2 p.m. at
Holiday Inn.
Retirees of Local 1068
UAW-CIO and other
locals will have a potluck
supper at 5:30 p.m. at
fellowship hall of First
Christian Church.
Alcoholics Anu.ty mous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow

Tuesday, May 18
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Lydian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
church.
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6 p.m. a'
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Senior citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Group I of First Christian Church CWF will
meet at 10 a.m. in home
of Mrs. Henry Fulton.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church will
have Mothers Morning
Out at 9 a.m.
Church School
Teachers of First
Presbyterian Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 19
Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in
classroom unit of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior Citizens
with lunch at Hazel at
11:45 a.m. and at Douglas
at 12 noon.
Ladies day luncheon

' KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Lee,Elm Grove,
Opal Reeves, Margaret
Taylor, Nadine Beane
and Connie White,
Memorial; Lucy Lilly,
Bess Kerlick, Kathryn

home baked bread will be
Frances Drake
sold in the foyer.
FOR TUESDAY,MAY 18, 1982
Everyone interested in
supporting the on-going What kind of day will tomor- AQUARIUS
antique photograph col- row be? To find out what the I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
lection is invited to par- stars say, read the forecast You won't take no for an
answer, but will only worsen
ticipate as bakers, buyers given for your birth Sign.
the situation by insisting on
or both.
ARIES
"There has been such (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) dri4 your own rights. A friend's influence is
broad public interest in You'll have to try a new ap- PISCES calming.
this project, we want to proach to an old problem. Dif- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
continue to provide ficulties surface in romance, You may have to postpone
avenues through which but arguing will only make purchasing something you
that support might be ex- things worse.
want very much. Credit is not
to be found, yet new
pressed," a spokesman TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
moneymaking
chances
said.
The public is cordially You may feel left out in the abound.
cold regarding a work situainvited to attend the tion. Relations with cf)- YOU BORN TODAY are
happiest
meeting, a spokesman workers are problematic suits or in intellectual purpublic service. You
said.
Seek solutions in private.
have an affinity for law,
GEMINI
politics, religion and govern1. May 21 to June 20)
ment.
A loved one's influence may
seem confining. Jealousy
could also be an issue. InWednesday, May 19
will be served at noon at genuity allows you to come up
Oaks Country Club. Golf with needed assurances.
CANCER
and bridge will start at (June 21 to July 22) 0
0
9:30 a.m.
Domestic concerns may interfere with career concentraPublic hearings concer- tion. Attend to duty and then
ning the development of take advantage of an exciting
Educational Im- new work development.
LEO
provement Plan will be at ( July 23 to Aug. 22 I
3 p.m. at Calloway Coun- You could be tongue-tied
ty Middle School Library when it comes to expressing
and at East Calloway your feelings. Don't let off
Elementary School.
steam. Instead, seek new
outlets in your social life.
SENIOR CITIZENS having 'birthdays in April
VIRGO
Title I Advisory Coun- (Aug.23 toSept. 22) WPUlt honored at the recent birthday party at Douglas
cils of Murray City A financial worry is not Center were, left to right, front row, Edna
Schools will meet at 3:30 helped by arguments. A fami- McReynolds and Ladle Milam, back row, Fred
p.m. at Murray Middle ly member offers an unusual Phillips. May Pierce and Florence Houston.
solution. Be willing to make
School Library.
arils
irihr
-11^1.
some changes.
LIBRA
Stewardship Commit- ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 1
tee of First Presbyterian Self-preoccupation affects
We are pleased
Church will meet at 7:30 relations with close ties
to announce that
adversely. Feeling sorry for
p.m.
Lisa Cleaver,
bride-elect of
yourself only helps to bring
David Fielder,
has selected her
RA's of First Baptist others down.
pottery, flatware
Church, grades 4 to 6, will SCORPIO
and crystal from
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
our complete
meet at 3 p.m.
You may feel slighted in
bridal registry.
Lisa and David
some way, and yet may be
---will be married
Men '5APr a yer faulty in your judgment of the
June19.
motivation
of
others.
Be
more
Breakfast of First United
Methodist Men will be at objective.
SAGITTARIUS
7 a.m.
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Touchy close ties are quick
First United Methodist to take offense. Don't push
733-4641 121 Ily•Pas
Men will have a dinner others beyond their limits. A
Sr 4
meeting at 6:30 p.m. at surprise date should be exIL14citing.
church. Call church office CAPRICORN
for reservations.
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
Career concerns may cause
Wadesboro you
to ignore the feelings of a
New Release
Homemakers Club will close relative. Take time to
meet at home of Ruby spend some quiet moments
Galleries Press
Creative
b
Burchett at 1 p.m.
together.

XQ'

Community events listed
Monday, May 17
Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Joe's Family
Restaurant.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Community Chorus will
rehearse at First United
Methodist Church at 7:30
p.m.
Golden C7cTe—Class of
Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. with
Joyce Hurt.
"Dancing At World's
Fair" will be program by
Lyndia Cochran Dance
and Gymnastics Studio at
7 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University. No admission will be charged.
Tuesday, May 18
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.

Harrodsburg Many of
them visited sites around
Danville including Constitution Square,
Ephraim McDowell
House and Centre College. They dined at Beaumont Inn, formerly a
school for young ladies,
which was built in 1845
and served as a school until 1916. They also toured
Shaker Village at nearby
Pleasant Hill.
In Harrodsburg the
group toured Old Fort
Harrod State Park, oldest
permanent English settlement west of
Allegheny Mountains. It
was established June 16,
1774 by Col. James Harrod. A fort was built there
by Daniel Boone and
others. Today a replica
recreates the pioneer
past.
Mrs. White said the
town of Harrodsburg had
"rolled out the welcome
mat" for the state
meeting. The final
registration announced
by Miss Kathryn Jasper,
executive director of
Kentucky WMU, was
1805.
The 1983 annual
meeting will be April 2123 at First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Attending from various
churches were the following:
Maydelle Rickman,
Flint; Sara Bagwell, Oak
Grove; Martha Littrell,
Salem; Ruby Fannin and
Shirley Werts, Poplar
Spring; Oleta Burkeen,
Kelley Burkeen and Debbie Bell, Cherry Corner;
June Crider and Juanita

FEED 4
FOR $5
USE ALL FOUR COUPONS
AT ONCE OR ONE AT A TIMES
$

IM MO IM
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2 PCS CHICKEN
POTATOES/ GRAVY
ROLL

,..........---

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken. mashelpotatoes gravy
and roll for $125 Limit One package per
coupon. 4 coupon* per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES 5,31/82
MI MN======•

2 PCS CHICKEN
POTATOES/GRAVY $1
ROLL

.25

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes gravy
and roll for $I 25 Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES 5131182

9-PIECE
THRIFT BOX

Paid For By Kappa Dept.-Merray Mimeo's Ova

$4.80

Get 9 pieces of the Colonel s Original
Recipe or Extra Crispy for only $490
Limit one coupon per customer Coupon
good only for combination white dark
orders Customer pays all applicable
sales tax (This coupon good only at
Es3
182 n
P stores
Fr edChicken
5 listed
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a
Kentucky
COUPON EXPIRES

City Wide Parking
Lots and Streets
QUESTIONNAIRE
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Limited Edition 1Signed
Num bere.1-250)
•Betty Hinton invites you to visit with the
artist WEDNESDAY May 79th. 1:00-4:00
at Framers Gallery
•11 you wish to purchase a print, he will
personalize it especially for you.
•A line drawing of Dr. Patterson's
"Covered Bridge" will be given to each
person who purchases Mystique. Also on
Wed. afternoon each visitor at the Gallery
will receive a print.
•Discounts will be given on the framing of
Mystique.
•It you can't come in while Dr. Patterson
is in the gallery just call Betty Hinton anc
reserve your print and 4hp.will_see you gel.
that personalization.
We're still working on our "Fintrfilifilieje
Coming Soon- We're Making Room -ANstOur
Prints Still 10% OH • except our new reiiises only a few prints left.

7534077

•

The Village

641 N.

•

FAMILY VALUE PACK

•

9 Pieces of Chicken
(Origina( or Extra Crispy)

I
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I

a
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•
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$

•

I large mashed potato • I large gravy •6 dinner rolls
Get all this for $725 and this coupon
Limit one per customer Customer pays
all applicable sales tax This coupon
good only at.Kertucky Fried Chicken
stores listed in this ad 1

I

111

7 25.

I
Mystique
By Dr. Charles C. Patterson
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2 PCS. CHICKEN
POTATOES/GRAVY
$1.25
ROLL

Community
Improvement
Volunteers

Please Respond
Send To:
Mrs. Bob Billington
P.O. Box 686
Murray, Ky.

$1.25

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken. mashed potatoes gravy
and roll for 1 25 Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax Good at
hwn
sto
5 3rie
/8
s2
c uFproieNd
o
b
Kentucky
eioo
EXPIRES

v4 Framers
Gallery Inc.

*What do you feel to be the greatest
ed for improvement in our communit

=====

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes. gravy
and roll for $I 25 Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store stiown
below COUPON EXPIRES 5131/82

The Shoticase

•Are there locations where your view
is obstructed?

OM MO =I MI IN= i= SEI IOW

2 PCS CHICKEN
POTATOES/ GRAVY $1
.
25
ROLL

4.1244g

*What problems do you encounter with
parking in the city of Murray?

Outland, Virginia Riggins, Christine Stubblefield, Linda Cooper,
Estelle Gray, Louise
Swann, Ruth Calhoun and
Novella Mor an, First.

I

111
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15-PIECE
CARRY PACK
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$8.25

Get IS pieces of the Colonel• Onginal
Recipe or Extra Crispy for only $5 25
Limit one coupon per cuatorner. Coupon
good only for combination white/dark
orders Customer pays all applicable
sales tax (This coupon good only at
..Kentucky Fried Chicken stores'laud aa

this se(COUPON EXPIRES 5/31/82

rano=---------mom inla minim
Coupon good only at the following stores

1313 Sycamore

Murray
753-7101

•

602 S. 601 St. Mayfield
247-6143

kentacky Pried Chicken.
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RECAST

Soil Stewardship Week observed locally
The Calloway County
Conservation District will
join in the nationwide
celebration of Soil
Stewardship Week to take
place on May 16-23, according to an announcement by Albert Wilson,
chairman. The theme of
this year's celebration is
'.A Time for Tenacity.'
"This is 'A Time for
Tenacity' in our faith, in
concept, in communication, in cooperation, in
the political arena, in experiments and research,
in leadership in
priorities, and in total
commitment," cites the
National Association of
Conservation Districts
INACD) in the 16-page
Soil Stewardship Week
booklet. Forward for the
publication was written
by President Ronald
Reagan. NACD has sponsored Soil Stewardship
Week since 1955, in
cooperation with the nation's nearly 3,000 soil
and water conservation'
districts.
Informative material
on the Soil Stewardship
Week theme each year is
distributed through local
conservation districts to

clergymen, lay leaders,
churches, civic and
educational organizations and to individuals
participating in the
observance.
"With the growth of
population and the world

demand for food and with
the clearing and development of most land that is
suitable for cultivation,
we must turn our attention to the task of saving
every acre," according to
NACD. The dream of

adequate supplies of food
and shelter must cover a
period that extends far into the future because this
is the only world we have
and the total heritage of
our descendents."
The Calloway County

County targeted conservation area
Calloway County has
been designated as a
targeted conservation
area and has received
$53,225.00 to be used on
practices that provide
cost-effective solutions to
the most critical conservation problem areas in

the county.
These funds can be used on the annual agreement or on the LTA
( Long-term Agreement).
A LTA request may be
made through June 1,
1982 at the ASCS Office.
An LTS Agreement is

under the technical
assistance of Soil Conservation Service at a
minimum of 3 years to a
maximum of 5 years
term.
A contract will assure
the farmer of receiving
cost-shares for each year

of the contract at a 70%
cost-share level. Annual
agreements may be requested at any time but
the practice must be approved before starting.
The cost-share level for
annual agreements is
50% of cost.

BRANGUS BULL AT MURRAY STATE — B.J. Brangus 33/0, the purebred
Brangus grandson of the Gossip Bull, is the center of attention upon his delivery
to the farm at Murray State University. He was purchased from the delivered by
Bob and Jane Jackson of the B.J. Brangus Farm of Charleston, Mo., Route 2.
Shown with him (from left) are: Dr. James L. Long, chairman of the Department of Agriculture at Murray State; Al Burnett, a partner with the Jacksons in
Two Rivers Brangus Farm of Wickliffe; Jane and Bob Jackson, who have been
Brangus breeders for the past eight years; and Arlie Scott, professor of
agriculture and animal scientist at Murray State. The 18-month-old bull will be
used for developing a superior crossbred herd at the university farm.

Producers have option to extend loans DWI
n__Ii
Producers with 1981crop corn and grain
sorghum commodity
loans now have the option
to extend their loans for
an additional six months,
Secretary of Agriculture
John R. Block said.

-This option is being offered because prices for
these commodities are
currently low," Block
said. All producers with
outstanding loans on
these commodities are
eligible. Extended 1981-

crop loans will continue
to bear interest at the
rate applicable to the
loan. Interest on 1981crop loans is calculated to
reflect the U. S. Department of Agriculture's
cost of borrowing money

Southern States
Limited Time
'Ti!May 22.••
These Specials
Gold Label
Baler Twine

44

140 "SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Per Sq.

753-1423
Main Store
Murray, Ky.

ATTENTION FARMERS)
New
John Deere 510
Round Bailer Now
Available For Rent
$4.00 Per Bail

We Have A Complete
Line of Spray Rigs
Ports & Accessories
Brands Include:
Ace and Hypro 4

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT St
SOYBEANS
,jGrain
I
Merchandising
RAILROAD AYE. MURRAY.KY.

OW, time and money
onsong several, differs.* interests. Not us! We're
Hi, Production Credit Association. lenders that
focus on fanning only! Because agricultural credit
is our only business, you con count on us to know
and understand the financial needs of fanners.
Operators large and small come to PCA for production credit because they know they con count
on us to have a reodily avoiloble source of funds. So
when you've set your sights on a production goal...
Coll us. We con give you a clear picture of your
financing possibilities because of MA, we focus
on-fanning only!

COME SEE US TODAY

We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone
To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs.
6-24-24 $205 sten
5-20-20 $189 sum
5-10-15 $180 st..

Seed Boons of All Kinds

r°sCisuoicl:a°trion

We're agriculture's
leading lending hand
Let's Talk

Jackson Purchase
PCA
753-5602

Good
Variety
OversOf
120 Varieties
Vegetab e Of Bulk
And
Garden
Flowerin
Seed!
lants
"This year's Seed
At Last Year's Prices"

We Have...
Garden Gypsum,
Bud Worm Dust,
Garden Fertilizer
and Garden Chemicals
obacco Starter-Enide 90
Transplant Solution
Termite Control

Buchanan Feed.

See Us...

753-5378

PURINA1
CHOWS

Inc

Route 4,'
Box 57-15
Mainly, Kentucky 42071

,

There is e difference! Ask your
neighbors sheet us.

ioN

FARM CENTER

C

Hwy.641 N.

Bog Fertilizer

We Have Gear Driven Centrifical
Pumps, Roller Pumps, Belt Driven Centrifical Pumps, And Magnaclutch
Pumps

_

Bob and Jane Jackson,
owners of B. J. Brangus,
on April 23. They also provided eight purebred
Brangus for the judging
contest at4he 30th *mum I
Future Farmers of
America Field Day at
Murray State on that
same date.
The Jacksons, who are
also partners with Al
Burnett in Two Rivers
Brangus Farm of

7S3-3404

$2895 Per Sq.

We Now Have A
Complete Hydraulic
Hose Repair Service

An 18-month -old
purebred Brangus bull
has been purchased by
Murray State University
from the B. J. Brangus
Farm of Charleston, Mo.,
Route 3, to be used for
developing a superior
crossbred herd for the
university farm operation.
B. J. Delta 33/0, a
grandson of the Gossip
Bull, was delivered by

, WE FOCUS
ON FARMING.
Other lenders must spend

Corregoted Roofing

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer
Industrial Rd.

purchased by university

Alp

$2895

Per Bole

from the U. S. Treasury.
Producers wishing to
extend their loans should
contact their county office of USDA's
Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service.

'::i:'•"'

•

Galvanized
Roofing

Special

,
-

Conservation District has
tried to send information
booklets on this year's
theme to churches in
Calloway County who
have supported the observance of Soil Stewardship
Week in the past.

Indestriai

Horrell's Form & Home Supply
Open 7 to 3:306 Days A Wook•Sat 066o AND*
Calloway County's Complete Fenn Supply Si.t

Merrey, Ky.
Hwy.94E. 753-7862 Murray, Ky.

Wickliffe, have been
Brangus breeders for the
past eight years. The
Brangus breed is threeeighths Brahman and
-five-eights Angus- - - - - —
Arlie Scott, professor of
agriculture and animal
scientist at Murray State,
said one of the greatest
needs of the beef cow-calf
producer is more beef per
acre, meaning increased
weaning weights, higher
percentage calf crop and
a heavier stocking rate
per acre.
He pointed out that
much of the land in the
Purchase, Pennyrile and
West Kentucky Coalfield
areas is Class II, III and
IV land, which means it is
not suited for continuous
row cropping.
Murray State's Department of Agriculture is initiating a demonstration
project with its beef herd,
according to Scott, which
will have as its objective
to determine the pounds
of beef that can be produced per acre through
the use of cross-breeding
of beef cattle, good forage
combinations, proper fertilization practices and
good management of the
soils of the region.
Among other benefits
to be derived from the
demonstration, Scott
said, will be cost of production data for a beef
cow-calf operation under
good management and
the development of cattle
for, demonstrating to
students good practices
in breeding, feeding and
management.
"Recognizing that
heterosis will have an effect on beef produced per
acre and cost of production," Scott continued,
"the entire Murray State
beef cow herd will be
mated to the newly acquired Brangus bull,
beginning this spring."
Females from this
mating will be retained
for herd replacements,
with plans to cross them
with a bull of a third
breed. This will be a terminal cross,Scott said.
He explained that near
maximum hybrid vigor is
expected from the cross
of the Brangus bull with
Hereford cows and then
retaining the crossbred
females to cross with a
third breed.

Wheat acreage
reports due
All farms participating
in the wheat program,
must repott their wheat
acreages by today in
order to be eligible for
program benefits.
Farms not participating must also certify their crops in order to
maintain the bases
(wheat, barley and oats
by May 17). Any farm,
with a wheat base, not
growing wheat may
preserve their base by
reporting-to the ASCS office that no wheat was
planted for 1982
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Oil shale needs plans

OBITUARIES
Redden rites
conducted
Services for Mrs. Willie
Redden, widow of J.W.
Redden, were Sunday at
2:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Lawson Williamson and
the Rev. Don Farmer officiated. Music was by
Westside Church Choir,
directed by Dale Baker
with Mrs. Patsy Neale as
organist.
Pallbearers were
Lowell Key, Clifton
Jones, Ted Grayson, John
Lax, Darrell Clark and
Robert Clark. Burial was
in Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Mrs. Redden, 57, Rt. 4,
died Friday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Phillip Rogers Mrs. Gibbs'
dies Saturday; rites today
Mrs. Audrey Guthrie
funeral today Gibbs,
91, former

Phillip Gene Rogers,
41, 1624 Miller Ave., died Calloway resident, died
Saturday at 5:55 p.m. at Saturday at a hospital in
Murray-Calloway County Princeton, W.Va.
She was born Sept. 20,
Hospital. His death
1890,
to the late Mr. and
followed an extended ilMrs. Charles Guthrie.
lness.
Mr. Rogers had been She was the widow of
employed as service Grover Gibbs.
Survivors include a
manager at Carroll
son,
Clifton Gibbs and
Volkswagen. He was a
graduate of Kirksey High wife, Maxine, a grandSchool and attended Mur- son, Stephen Gibbs, and a
great-grandchild, Jessica
ray State University.
Gibbs,
all of Princeton.
The Murray man was a
Local survivors include
member of First Baptist
Church. Born Aug. 20, many nieces and
1940, in Graves County, nephews among whom
he was the son of Duma are Mrs. Estelle Ezell,
King Rogers and M.C. Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker
(Barber) Rogers, who and Vernon Wilson.
Services were today at
died Dec. 5, 1971.
Survivors include his 11 a.m. in the chapel of
wife, Mrs. Fredda Seavers Funeral Home,
Workman Rogers, to Princeton. Burial was in
whom he was married Ju- a cemetery there.
ly 31, 1960, and a
daughter, Miss Gena
Rogers, 1624 Miller Ave.;
NEW YORK (AP) —
The funeral for James a son, Bruce Rogers and The Robert 0. Dougan
Harry Byrd was Sunday wife, Joyce, and a grand- Collection of Victorian
at 3 p.m. in LeDon son, Christopher David Photographs has been
Chapel, Ridgeway Morti- Rogers, Kingsport, Tenn. divided among three
His mother, Mrs. Duma American museums.
cians, Paris, Tenn. Gary
Rogers, 1635 West Olive
They are the
Collier officiated.
Pallbearers were St., and his father-in-law, Metropolitan Museum of
Stephen Page, Robert Fred Workman, 303 Art, the Museum of
Modern Art, and the Art
Ball, Bob Norton, Danny Woodlawn,also survive.
The funeral was today Museum, Princeton
Cohoon, Donnie Hutson
and Jackie Evans. Burial at 2 p.m. in the chapel of University.
was in New Bethel Blalock -Coleman
.Funeral Home. Dr. Bill
Cemetery there.
Market News Service May
Mr,_Byrd, $9_,_4115.,trittaker_ and the Rev. Federal-State
17,190
ichard
WO
-rkman of- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Powell St., Paris, was
Report Includes 6 Buying Stewed
pronounced dead on ar- ficiated. Wayne Halley Receipts,
Act 1911 Est 154 Barrows ir Gilts
rival Friday afternoon at was soloist.
tally steady Sows steady .50 higher
$141.50-59 00
Pallbearers were Tom- US 1-2 110-2411 lbs
Henry County General
. $57 50-50.50
US 2 200-210 lbs
Hospital. He was an my Carroll, Ed Carroll, US 3 210-250 lbs
01.10-21.50
$37 OS-SO so
US 2-3 25S-STS lin
employee of Emerson Jimmy Carson, Jimmy Sows
Electric Co., and a Wynn, Earl Tabers and US 1-2 2711-350
$49.0-51.00
$50.0451 50
US 1-3 301-4.4 lb.
member of the Paris Gerald Tabers. Burial US
1-3435-500 lbs
$51.116-51.50
Reorganized Church of was in Murray City US 1-3 511450 lba
$51.3541.00
$49.0050.00
US 2-3 MSS lbs
Cemetery.
Latter Day Saints.
Boars 41 03-45.111
Born March 30, 1903, in
SHELTER INSURANCE
Henry County, he was the
SHIELD
son of the late John Lee
OF
Byrd and Ella Owen
SH ELT ER
Byrd.
Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Bernice
Stewart Byrd, to whom
he was married Feb.20,
1170; five daughters,
Mrs. Sara Cohoon, Murray, Mrs. Carleen Norton
Another good thing
and Mrs. Shirley Evans,
Paris, Mrs. Linda Ball,
from the
Camden, Tenn., and Mrs.
Shield of Shelter
Janice Castille, Fort
\
Worth, Texas; two sons,
Located On
\ David Byrd, Fort Worth,
New Concord
and Robert Eldridge,
Hwy. Murray
Paris.
Next
To Lyon's
Also surviving are four
Electric
sisters, Mrs. Evie
Patrtun, Puryear, Tenn.,
We've got
Mrs. Nora May York,
the Shield
Phoenix, Ariz., Mrs.
Susie Bell Simpson,
For your
Trezevant, Tenn., and
Life
Ms. Mary Byrd, Detroit;
five brothers, Earl Byrd,
Health
Jackson, Tenn., Fred
Home
Byrd, Nashville, John
Car
Henry Byrd, Phoenix,
Farm
Mon.-Fri
8-5
.
and Walter and Joe Byrd,
Business
753-0632
Detroit.
Fourteen grAndALL THE SHIELD YOU'LL EVER NEED
children shin ciirvive.

Murrayon's
father dies;
rites Sunday

OLIVE HILL, Ky.(API
— The decision by some
major oil companies to
pull out of alternative
energy projects is a
mistake in the opinion of
a Kentucky syntheticfuels developer.
Robert A4dington of
Sandy Hook, the first
man to lease large blocks
of oil-shale property in
the eastern United States
in the mid 1970's, worries
that the nation's energy
future will be damaged
by decisions to scrap synfuel project plans.
The 43-year-old former
coal operator has spent

several million dollars on
shale leasing, promotion
and research in his lab at
Olive Hill in Carter County.
Earlier this month, Exxon, Inc. announced it
would abandon a $6
billion ,experimental oil
shale ifroject in Colorado,
saying it was too expensive.
While Addington thinks
that project — the largest
of its kind proposed so far
— was too big for its own
good, he still believes oil
shale is economically
feasible in the eastern
U.S.
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‘<v"Soy It O. A T-Shirtl"
Bring in this ad and with the
purchase of any shirt get.
3 FREE LETTERS.
Offer expires May 22, 1982 Offer
does not include script letters
Yoor T-Shirt Notline-753-TEES
Hours Mon •Sot 10 to 5 Closed &in
Located in Dixieland
Shopping Center
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Amazing
Price-Cuts On
Realistic Stereo!

Pictures shown

..".•••••••:•-•,

Buy This Hi-Fl Stereo System

Hog market

Jim Fain's
Imo Shelter
Insurance
Farmowners

Get 31% Off!

By Realistic
• Realistic STA-110 AM/FM Stereo Receiver*
With Exclusive Auto-Magic FM Fine-Tuning
• Two Nova -5 Walnut Veneer Speaker Systems
With 8" Woofer, 2" Tweeter, Tuned Port and $
Decorator Lattice-Work Molded Grille
• LAB-290 Belt-Drive Automatic Turntable With
Straight Low-Mass Tonearm, Damped Cue/Pause,
$29.95 Realistic/Shure R47EDT Magnetic
$
Cartridge, Hinged Dust Cover

18080
.:
Reg.
Separate
Items
579.80

• 22 watts per channel, minimum rms into
8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more
than 0.08% THD

25% Price-Cut! High-Performance Component System
By Realistic
• Realistic STA-2080 AM/FM Receivert With
Front-Panel Dubbing and Monitoring Switches
For Control of Two Tape Decks
• Two Mach One' Liquid-Cooled Speakers
With 15" Woofer, Sectoral Midrange Horn,
Heavy-Duty "Bullet" Tweeter Horn, in
Genuine Oiled Walnut Veneer Enclosures
• LAB-440 Direct-Drive Turntable With
$39.95 Realistic/Shure R1000EDT Magnetic
Cartridge, Hinged Dust Cover

Save
$30080

'8

Reg. Separate
Items 1199.80

T 80 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.03% THD

43% Off! AM/FM Stereo Receiver
STA-110 by Realistic

ggsmry.A.:-Eiwogi.:!!3eseosommivinwm.:-...
Sale! Liquid-Cooled
Loudspeaker
Mach One by Realistic

Save $80

159

UNHEARD Of VALUES

Each

Reg. 239.95 Each

Save 4g1ac
920 lUgh.

—For A Limited Time—

'500"To$1500
"Off

279.95

Great hi-ti doesn't have to be expensive! Features our
exclusive Auto-Magic system that automatically finetunes FM stations and locks them in. Ten-level LED signal strength indicator, lighted slide-rule tuning dial, tape
monitor facility. #31-2093

On Tough Datsun Pickups

• Massive 15" Woofer With
32-Ounce Magnet
• Sectoral Midrange Horn
• Heavy-Duty Tweeter Horn
• Genuine Oiled Walnut Veneer
Price slashed 330/a on this "wall-shaking" system! Midrange and tweeter are ferrofluid-cooled to increase
power handling and protect voice coil for improved response. Adjust sound with built-in treble and midrange
controls. 28314 x 175/8 x12". #40-4029

*IMMISSIMMAINNAMI

Hi-Fi TV Audio Tuner
TV-20 by Realistic
Datum Li'l Hustler 4x4
Datsun Heavy Duty Long bed

5-Band Graphic
Equalizer Improves
Any System!
By Realistic

Protect and
Display Your
Stereo System!

URRAY DATSUN
WE ARE DRIVEN
•••••

753-7115
• •
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•

Save
$20
Reg. 129.95

Gas or Diesels
Now Thru May 29th, 1982

••••• • . •••• ••••

By Realistic

10995

Datsun King Cabe

S. 12th

Deluxe Audio Rack With
Full-Length Glass Doors

••1.,,,,s•
•
••-•

Attach it to your stereo system to
bnng out the "hidden" sound few
TV sets can reproduce! For VHF
channels 2-13. Fine-tuning and output level controls. #31-1950

"Tailor" sound to suit your tastes or
room acoustics. Ten precision controls boost or cut response qy up to
12 dB. EQ bypass for instant comparison to input. #31-1988

Handsome rack rolls on heavy-duty
casters Internal shelves hold three com,
ponents, bottorn.holds LPs. Use top for
turntable. Easy to assemble. Walnut
veneer. #42-3023

Check Your Phone Book for the Midis Mask Store or Dealer Nearest You
A ENVISION OF T AHOY GOA,
1 011 AT ION

PRICES MAY VARY AT oP4OIVIDuAt. STORES AND DEALERS
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76ers aren't celebrating yet
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
— The Philadelphia 76ers
needed no reminders
about what happened the
last time they took a 3-1
lead in a conferenCe
championship series
against the Boston
Celtics.
"We all realize it's not
over because of what
we've been through
before," 76ers Coach Billy Cunningham said Sunday after Philadelphia
routed the defending National Basketball

Murray-Tilghman collide
in substate tourney game
The game, pitting Murt-or-rars-1-7-3- Tigers agAttist
Tilghman's 17-10 Tornado, will be the first
round of the Kentucky
high school substate tournament.
Tilghman earned the
right to advance as the
First Region champions
by defeating Ballard
Memorial. 9-6, Friday.
Murray earned its'
championship caliber a
day earlier by rallying to
defeat Christian County,
6-4, Thursday at Murray
State.
Henderson County and
Edmondson County are
the other schools in the
substate round with Murray and Paducah.

Murray split with
Tilghman in two regular
season confrontations.
The Tigers lost the first
game at home, 4-2, when
the Tornado threw a pair
of lefties and snapped the
Tiger win streak at five
straight.
Murray revenged the
loss by taking an 8-7 decision at Paducah in late
April. Tiger ace Darren
Hooper picked up his second win in that game
when he relieved Ronnie
Pace.
The Tigers have also
seen action against
Henderson County during
the regular season,

sweeping a doubleheader
from the Colonels, 7-3, 87.
During the Henderson
County doubleheader the
Tigei's overcame 13
fielding errors ipd still
managed to win both contests.
Murray's last loss was
April 26 when the Tigers
fell, 5-1, in a rainshortened game against
Union City, Tenn. The
game was called after
five innings.
Since then the Tigers
have rattled off seven
consecutive victories and
claimed both the District
Four and Second Region
titles.
Henderson County and
Edmonson County will
battle in Wednesday's second game, beginning
about 4 p.m. The substate
final game will be Thursday, 1 p.m.

After upsetting the host No.1 singles player Terje
team, 5-4, Saturday, the Persson and the No.1
Murray State men's ten- doubles team of Perssonnis team suffered its' first Finn Swarting managed
loss in the National In- to defeat Tulsa opdependent Tennis Tour- ponents.
nament, Sunday after- Persson won his singles
noon.
match against David
Sunday the Racers Gresham,6-0,6-1; and his
were felled, 7-2, by a doubles team was vicTulsa squad whose seven torious over Greshamlosses during the year Doug Boswell when one of
were to top 20 teams in the Tulsa players was inthe nation.
jured and retired in the
The 14-team tourna- third set. The doubles
ment, called the "NIT of teams had battled, 4-6, 7Tennis," is being held at 6, with the Racers taking
Northeast Louisiana and the second set win when
will continue throughout ,the Tulsa team dropped
today and Tuesday.
out.
Murray State, 1-1 in the
Only Bobby Montourney and 28-5 overall, tgomery managed a
faces the winner of the three-set match against
California Irvine-North Tulsa, as he lost to Neil
Texas match today.
Smith in No.5 singles, 3-6,
In Sunday's loss, only 6-3,6-2.

day and Saturday at the
sectional events at
Owensboro to advance to
the state level.
Walker, a senior on the
CCHS Lady Laker squad,
won first place in the 100
meter dash with a 27.0
time.
Miller, a three-event
Laker senior, won the 300
meter low hurdles,

posting a 39.3 time and he
placed third in the high
jump and fourth in the
long jump.
Only the first two
places in each sectional
event advanced.
Both Boggess and
Holloway picked up the
bridesmaid positions in
their events. Boggess
placed second with a 6-2

By Jim Rector
Sports Editor
Two-time PCA national
champion coonhound,
Deamon, survived a field
of 128 dogs to win the Professional Coonhunters

clearance in the high
jump, and Holloway was
second in the pole vault
although hiS pole broke
after an 11-foot performance and he was
forced to drop out.
Murray High athletes
compete in the Class A
division while the
Calloway teams are Class
AA.

AT THE PHENOMENAL LOW INTEREST 01 12.8 APR PRESENTLY BEING OFFERED AT OUR DEALERSHIP - THE
FOLLOWING COMPARISIONS ARE SUBMITTED...

Base Selling Price
Amount To Finance*
Monthly Payments-48 Mos.
Fuel Cost pr Mo. 1250 Miles**

1982
$8301.00
$6225.75
$166.40
12.8 APR
$68.45
at 21 MPG
$234.85

Total Monthly Cost
(Fuel Cost Plus Car Payment)
*The Amount To Finance is Determined By A 25% Down Payment - Cash Or Trade
**A Total 01 15,000 Miles Annually With Fuel Cost of $1.15 Per Gal.
12.8 APR Will Be Offered Only Until May 31, 1982 - To Qualified Buyers.
DON'T MISS OUT - COME BY TODAY AND BUY NOW - WE NEED YOUR BUSINESS
IT'S CHEAPER TO BUY A CAR
NOW THAN IT WAS IN 1979

puRDom .

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac

Association Spring
Classic title, Thursday
through Saturday.
Deamon, a treeing
Walker, earned the first
place purse of $6,000 for
his owner Russ Bellar,
Peru, Ind., and his
handier Wayne Greene,
Defiance,Ohio.
The results of the
championship cast were
radioed to the Spring
Classic headquarters,
located in the West Kentucky Exposition and
Livestock Center, about 3
a.m.Sunday morning.
Deamon recorded tht
first coon strike only
moments after being
released in the two-hour
championship round giving him 100 points right
off the bat. When he was
credited with the first
tree for another 100 points
the rest of the hunt was a
futile gesture by the remaining three dogs in the
cast.
Eight dogs participated
in the semifinal round

In Saturday's MSU victory the Racers fell
behind, 4-2, after the
singles and rallied to win
the three doubles matches to clinch the upset.
Persson and Swarting
were the only singles winners, Saturday, but Mats
Ljungman teamed with
Bobby Montgomery to
win the No.2 doubles and
Eric Tisthammer and
Steve Massad won the
No.3 slot.
Those two wins, plus
the Persson-Swarting win
in No.1 doubles assured
the Racers of the team
victory.
The Northeast Louisiana loss to the Racers
was the team's first home
upset of the year and only
the fifth overall loss in the
last 22 matches.

which hunted early Saturday evening. The eight
were sent out in pairs for
head-to-head competition
and the top four were
then cast together in the
final round.
The championship
round marked the end of
the Spring Classic events
which had included a
bench show, puppy sales,
dog auction, training
seminars and the threenight hunt.
Saturday's auction,

The Celtics, who are on
the verge of elimination
after going 63-19 in the
regular season, were
totally dominated in the
final 15 minutes of the
game, when they were
outscored 47-27.
They sorely missed the
offensive spark of injured
guard Nate "Tiny" Archibald, who suffered a
dislocated shoulder in
Saturday's loss.

CENTURY PLAQUES — Murray State netters,
Finn Swarting (left) and Terje Persson (right)
were recently honored with plaques by the Murray
State Racer Club. The two MSU seniors won over
100 matches each in their Racer tennis careers. Pictured with the two century winners is MSU coach
Bennie Purcell.

which was anticipated to
be as prolific as last fall's
Land Between the Lakes
sale, was a disappointment to the spectators expecting high bidding.
In last year's auction,
the top dog — Warren's
Blue Streak, a Bluitick
hound — sold for $29,000
to set a'national auction
record.
Saturday the highest
price bid was 916,000 for
John Wick's Walker

hound, Thunder, was
refused by the owner.
However, Wicks, who
was attending the Spring,
Classic from Wellsville,
Mo., sold the first and second pick-of-the-litter
rights from a Thunderbred dog for $550 apiece.
The PCA 7sponsored
coonhunting events will
return to Murray in October when the national
championship hunt and
shows are conducted at
Land Between the Lakes.

Soccer Rowdies extend streak
to 15 with three weekend wins
Three more teams fell
Sunday, visiting
victim to the rampaging Calvert City was blanked
Murray Rowdies, the 6-0 at Cutchen Field.
under-14 boys soccer
Mark West scored a
team.
pair of goals for Murray
Saturday action saw in the game against
the Rowdies improve to Paducah "M" while
15-0 overall with road Rowdies teammates Scot
wins over Paducah "M" Butwell and Tony Robinsquad, 4-0, and 4-1 over son each adding • solo
the Paducah "N"squad. goals. Butwell, Jimmy
Brannon and Ken
Mikulcic were credited
with assists.

4-Day
Sale

Wed., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
May 12 Thru May 15

Against the "N" team,
Murray rallied behind
strong defensive efforts
by Ricky Jobs, Brannon
and Ezra Schroeder for
the victory. Brannon pun-

ched across two goals and
Butwell and Robinson added a single goal each.
Two assists came from
Butwell and West.
Chris Padgett
displayed scoreless
goaltending in the first
game and a half before
relinquishing the position
to West in the second half
of Saturday's second
game.
Brannon accounted for
Murray goals
four
against Calvert City
along with solo efforts by
Ben Yoo and Robinson.
West recorded three
assists, Don Brock and
Robinson each had one.

May
1.19-20

Only $239.95
PANTS,
SKIRTS,
SWEATERS

On This
5 H.P.
Garden
Tiller
Was $299.95
Limited Supply

Tiller 5 hp
ERIE INSURED STORAGE
1 pm i•
Pay regular
v.au•ti you pick it up this Lill

We Specialize In Service
After The Sole

one HOUR

DRAPERIES
Et FOLDED

CLEANED

PER PLEAT

DRY

SaNs!ied Cestemers Are Ow
obis 00111141111

cLeaneRs

RENTAL SALES

1466 West Mohr

Csatrel Simppieg Cortter
Om ?AN a.m. to
p.m.
Pilaw 153-9523

CENTER
200 E. Moin

=EMIL.

753-8201

Fieeticieg Avoikdolo

.
44-4`4,44442.94:7.1
-0 .•
,
4.10.

dent. We can't
celebrate."

Deamon outlasts coonhound field, earns $6,000

A NEW CAR MAY COST LESS THAN YOU THINK!!!
1979
$6801.00
$5100.75
$138.13
13.5 APR
$102.68
at 14 MPG
$240.81

us. What we've got to
avoid are the emotional
peaks ind valleys."
"There's a possibility
we could lose three in a
row," said the 76ers'
Julius Erving, who
scored 17 points.
"Anything's possible in
the NBA. But if we
prepare ourselves properly, we shouldn't lose
any."
Echoing Cunningham,
Erving added, "It's
necessary that we be confident, but not overconfi-

PCA Spring Classic activities end

Local track athletes qualify for state,
three Lakers, single Tiger advance
Three athletes from
Calloway County High
and Mark Boggess of
Murray High will make
next weekend's trip to the
state track and field
championships in Lexington.
Gina Walker, Brad
Miller and Mike
Holloway,. along with
Boggess, competed Fri-

sweeping the San Antonio
Spurs 4-0 in the Western
Conference finals.
Despite the overwhelming victory over their archrivals in Game 4, which
saw 76ers guard Andrew
Toney score 39 points,
Philadelphia was in no
mood to celebrate.
"We've beaten the
Celtics three in a row
(since a 40-point defeat in
Game 1)," said Cunningham, "and they've
surely got the ability to
win three in a row from

Racers win Saturday,fallSunday in NIT

CELEBRATION - After defeating Christian County in a 6-4 comeback,
Murray High baseball players celebrated with soft drinks and the Second
Region trophy. Wednesday the Tigers attend the substate tournament for a
first-round game against Paducah Tilghman at 1 p.m.

Murray High's baseball
team, victors of the Second Region, travel to
Owensboro. Wednesday,
for a 2 p.m. game against
Paducah Tilghman.

Association champion
Celtics 119-94.
What they have "been
through before" was a
reference to the Eastern
Conference final series a
year ago when the 76ers
also took a 3-1 lead only to
lose the last three games
by a total offive points.
In 1980, Philadelphia
beat Boston 4-1 before losing the NBA championship series in six games
to the Los Angeles
Lakers, who now await
the Celtics-76ers after

444.4.410Zoe
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Shirts
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Bossy,Islanders
wrap up Stanley
in four straight
VANCOUVER, British
Columbia (AP) — Mike
Bossy scored two power
play goals in the second
period and led the New
York Islanders to their
third straight Stanley
Cup title with a 3-1 victory over the Vancouver
Canucks Sunday night
and a sweep of the National Hockey League
championship series.
The Islanders became
the first U.S.-based team
to win three championships in a row, and they
did it by winning their
last nine playoff contests
and their final seven on
the road.
The achievement
marked still another
chapter in the amazing
story of the Islanders,
who 10 years ago as an
expansion team, posted
the worst record in NHL
history — 12-60-6.
Bossy, the leading goal
scorer in the playoffs
with 17 in just 19 games,
paced the four-game
sweep of Vancouver and
earned the Conn Smythe
Trophy as the most
valuable player in the
postsea son. His seven
goals in the best-of-seven
finals tied Jean
Beliveau's record set in
1956.
Bossy's offensive effort
complemented another
superb goal-tending effort by New York's Bill
Smith, who allowed 10
goals in the four games.
Bossy broke a 1-1 tie
five minutes into the middle period, poking a rebound past Vancouver
goalie Richard Brodeur,
who had just stopped
Denis Potvin's long blast
with a spectacular save.
That goal came with just
two seconds left on a
penalty to Vancouver's
Darcy Rota.
Three minutes later,
hockey's most potent
right wing got his second
goal of the night with a

New plans available for MSU season tickets
The mailing of applications this week is the starting signal for a new economically convenient plan
for past Racer Club members and season ticket
holders to renew their support of Murray State
athletics.
Under the revised plan, it's now possible to
reclaim athletic priorities as a Racer Club member
and guarantee duplicate or improved seat location
while stretching the payment schedule over four
deadline dates in a five-month period.
Season tickets in both football and basketball for
1982-83 will remain at the same per game level with
the exception of an added dollar for Homecoming.
The tax deductible Racer Club membership, as
approved by the club board of directors, will increase from $62.50 to $75 as the minimum chair seat
donation.
"We've got the best buy around for the entertainment dollar," said MSU athletic director Johnny
Reagan. "And we are delighted that we will not
have to raise per game ticket prices this year."
"Although inflation forces us to increase the
minimum Racer Club donation," added Reagan,
we have structured a payment plan which our
members will find much more convenient."
Past season ticket holders in football and basketball have until June 15 to renew their previous seat
location or request improved seating. Payment,
however, for the season tickets is not due until
August 15 in football and October 15 in basketball.

wicked slapshot from 30feet after a feed by Bryan
Trottier.
Butch Goring had given
the two-time champions a
1-0 margin at 11:38 of the
first period, taking a pass
from Potvin and
backhanding the puck
over Brodeur's right
shoulder.
Stan Smyl got that back
at 18:09, poking in the rebound of his own shot,
which netminder Smith
had gotten his leg on.
But the second period
belonged to New York,
just as it had in Game 3,
which the Islanders won
3-0. They outshot Vancouver 12-5 and quieted
the towel-waving, singing
throng of 16,413. Had it
not been for Brodeur, who
has been dubbed "King
Richard" for his playoff
heroics, the score would
have been more lopsided
after 40 minutes.
The Islanders rarely
allowed the Canucks any
opportunity to test Smith
in the final period. Only
twice in that stanza, when
the goalie stopped Ivan
Boldirev's backhander
and Ivan Hlinka's wrist
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
shot, did Smith have dif- — The 200 mph world of
ficult saves.
Indianapolis 500 racing is
When it was over, the a frantic dance with
Islanders mobbed Smith. danger with little if any
Then Islanders' captain margin of error. Gordon
Potvin accepted the Smiley's mistake cost
Stanley Cup from NHL him his life.
President John Ziegler.
Smiley was killed in a
Potvin, accompanied by fiery crash Saturday, a
his teammates, circled day when the oncethe ice with the Cup held elusive 200 mph barrier
aloft, just as he did the was shattered as never
last two springs at the before in qualifications
Islanders Nassau Col- for the May 30 race.
iseum home. The disapBut most drivers, car
pointed Canucks fans, owners and crewmen say
who had given their team speed didn't cause the
a rousing ovation when 62nd fatality — 38 of them
the game ended, politely drivers — in the 66 years
applauded Potvin's jaunt. of the Indy 500.
With his assist, Trottier
Smiley, in fact, was
wound up the playoffs traveling below 200 mph
with 27 points. That led — an estimated 185 mph,
all scorers and his 22 about 90 yards a second
assists established a — when he hit the InStanley Cup record.
dianapolis Motor Speed-

'Uncontrollable speed'killed
veteran Indy 500racer Smiley

way's outside concrete
wall almost head-on.
"It wouldn't have made
any difference if he was
going only 170," said Bob
Fletcher, who owned
Smiley's new March
racer as well as the car in
which Art Pollard was
fatally injured in 1973, the
last year there was a
death at Indy. "Anytime
you hit a...wall head-on,
it's not going to make a
difference."
A.J.Foyt, who at age 47
has driven in more Indy
500s than anybody, was
even more emphatic.
"I don't care if you're
in a Sherman tank," the
only four-time Indy winner said, "if you hit
wrong, it's all over."
Three-time Indy winner Johnny Rutherford
said the danger is not
speed per se, but "uncontrollable speed."
"I go a lot faster than
200 (mph) when I'm flying a plane, but it's controllable," he said. "You
through the side window, know what the plane can
totaled his $20,000 do and what it will do in a
Cadillac but he suffered given situation.
"And you know, if you
only a concussion.
have the experience,
Aloma's Ruler went to
the lead shortly after the
start of the 1 3-16 mile
race. Kaenel then slowed
down the pace and held
off Linkage's stretch
challenge.

Shoemaker bows to youngster
BALTIMORE (AP) —
"I still call him Mr.
Shoemaker," said
Cowboy Jack Kaenel, the
I6-year-old who rode
Aloma's Ruler to an upset
victory over 1-2 favorite
Linkage in the Preakness
Stakes.
Shoemaker, a 50-yearold Hall of Famer and the
world's winningest
jockey, finished second
on Linkage, a half-length
behind Aloma's Ruler in
Saturday's race at
Pimlico.
"Congratulations, you
won a good race,"

Those who want to retain their Racer Club
membership are bing asked to return their applications by June 15 with a check for one-half of the
donation. The second half of the club donation is due
July 15.
Murray State will offer the greatest abundance of
home athletic encounters in the school's history
with seven football games at Roy Stewart Stadium
and 15 basketball contests at Racer Arena.
The football schedule includes home battles with
traditional rivals such as Southeast Missouri, UT
Martin, Middle Tennessee and Western Kentucky
while the defending OVC championship Racer
basketball team will host NIT champion Bradley
along with Southern Illinois, McNeese State and all
of its OVC rivals.
All non-renewed season tickets will be made
available for general sales following the June 15
deadline.
To purchase chairback reserve seat season
tickets, a person must make the minimum Racer
Club seat donation plus $50 for the seven-game football schedule and $90 for the 15-game basketball
schedule.
Reserved adult bleacher seats (section V, between the 40-yard lines ) in football will sell for $43 in
football and $70 in basketball. The child reserved
bleacher seat in the same location is available at
$21.50 in football and $37.50 in basketball.
The next level of reserved adult bleacher seating

Shoemaker told Kaenel,
the youngest rider in
modern times to win the
Preakness.
Before the race
Shoemaker had asked
Kaenel, "Can you beat
me with your horse?
"Kaenel replied nervously,"Maybe."
But all week long the
affable, happy-go-lucky
youngster from Kansas
had told anyone that
Aloma's Ruler would win
the 107th Preakness.
A car accident last
Tuesday, in which
Kaenel's head went

what these cars will do.
I've always called it the
repertoire of reflexes. In
high-speed driving, what
you do in some situations
has to be instinctive
because you don't have
time to think about it."
There is less time than
ever this year.
Rick Mears set a fourlap qualifying record of
207.004 mph Saturday,
almost five mph faster
than the old record set in
1978. Seven other drivers
topped 200 on the first day
of time trials and the first
20 qualifiers averaged
198.748, nearly 8.5 mph
faster than a year ago.
The car driven by the
33-year-old Smiley, who
died just a week after
Formula One driver
Gilles Villeneuve of
Canada was killed
preparing for a Grand
Prix race, appeared to
slide to the left during a
warmup for a qualifying
run. Smiley apparently
over-corrected to the
right and veered directly
into the wall, the force of
impact crushing the
cockpit of the 1,500-pound
car.

Introducing the

The youngster masterfully whipped his colt leftand right-handed, then
hand-rode Aloma's Ruler
over the last 70 yards,
completing the distnce in
1:55 2-5.

nlismiNEEE

( sections U, W, X, Y and riln football will sell for
$31 while child reserved bleacher seats priced at
$18.
Individual game ticket prices in football include
$7 for chair seats (available to Racer Club
members only); $6 for adult reserved bleacher section V; $5 for child reserved bleacher section V; $5
for adult reserved bleacher sections U, W, X, Y and
Z; $4 for child reserved bleacher sections U, W, X,
Y and Z.
Individual game ticket prices in basketball are $6
for chair seats (available to Racer Club members
only); $5 for adult reserved bleacher; $4 for child
reserved bleacher.
Child reserved bleacher seat season tickets must
be purchased as part of the Family Plan, in which a
person who purchased two adult tickets may also
buy tickets at half price for each child in his family.
MSU faculty and staff may continue to purchase
chairback or reserved bleacher season football and
basketball tickets for half price and participate in
the family plan.
There wll be five levels of membership in the
Racer Club again in 1982-83. The minimum required
donation for each membership level will be: Super
Racer ($1,000), Blue & God ($500), Big M l$300,
Thorobred ($150) and Pony ($150).
For additional information on Racer Club
memberships and season tickets contact the MSU
Athletic Promotions Office (762-6800) in room 211 of
Stewart Stadium.

SCOREBOARD
61
6
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Hendon's Service Station
"Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition"

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
We. Do General Auto Repou•Tune ups•Broites•Shocks•
CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE 8, WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Pro baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Don
• L Pct. GB
Boston
13 12
457 —
Detroit
21 12
.636
1
Milwaukee
11 15
.545
4
New York
15 la
7
.455
Baltimore
14 II
424
$
Cleveland
14 19
424
1
Toronto
14 20
412
IP,
Western Division
California
14 13
.649 —
21 12
Chicago
634
1
Kansas City
19 II
.576
3
Oakland
20 17
541
4
Seattle
16 22
421
5it
10 20
Texas
133 10+,i
Minnesota
11 27
2S9 1311
Saturdays Games
Detroit 5, Minnesota 4,10 innings
Boston it, Kansas City 5
Oakland?, New York 3
Toronto 5, Texas 2
Milwaukee 1, Chicago 3
California 9, Cleveland 6
Seattle 3, Baltimore 2
Sanday's Games
Detroit 7, Minnesota 6
Chicago 6, Milwaukee 1
Kansas City 5, Boston 0
Texas 1, Toronto 1.10 innings
California 3, Cleveland 0
Oakland 7, New York
Baltimore S. Seattle 4, 10 innings
Manday's Games
Texas I ldedich 2-31 at Chicago Hoyt
New York Erickson 4-3 at Kansas
City iGura
.Ini
Only games scheduled
Taosday•s Games
Toronto at Cleveland, in )
Minnesota at Baltimore, 1111
Seattle at Boston,in)
Texas at Chicago, in)
California at Milwaukee,10
New York at Kansas City. In)
Oakland at Detroit,(n)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Dtvialso
W L Pct. GB
71 14
St Louis
.611 —
Philadelphia
2
19 15
.550
19 16
New York
.543
24
Montreal
15 17
449
5

AUTOMATIC WASHER
100 N. 4th

Hockey
playoffs

Pittsburgh
431
6
14 11
Chicago
15 20
422
Western Division
23 12
657
Atlanta
San Diego
11 15
.5.45
4
National Hockey League
•',
Los Angeles
17 19
472
Playoffs At A Gliwice
Cincinnati
15 19
441
74
Stanley Cup Finals
15 21
Houston
417
Ps
Best of Seven
San Francisco 15 21
111ii
417
Satarday, May 1
Saturday's Games
N.Y. Islanders 6, Vancouver 5, OT
San Diego 6, Montreal 2
Tuesday, May 11
Pittsburgh 12, Cincinnati
N.Y. Islanders 2. Vancouver'
Philadelphia 5, San Francisco 3
Thursday, May 13
New York 6, Los Angeles 4
'N.Y. Islanders 3, Vancouver 0
St. Louis 7, Atlanta 6, 10 innings
Senulay's Game
Houston 4, Chicago 1
N Y Islanders 3, Vancouver 1, New
Sunday's Games
York wins series 4-0
San Diego 1, Montreal 2
New York 13, LANS Angeles 4
Philadelphia 6,San Francisco 1
Cincinnati 3, Pittsburgh 1
Atlanta S. St Louis 1
Chicago 2, Houston 1
Nation/ I Basketball Anseelation
Ifenday's Games
Playoffs At A Glance
Atlanta ( Walk 4-21 at Montreal
CONFERENCE FINALS
Rogers 4-3),(n)
Beet of Seven
Cincianati (Berenyi 4-1 at New York
Eastern Conference
i Falcone 34),(tzi
Sunday,Nay
Houston ( Niekro 3-31 at Philadelphia
Boston 121. Philadelphia 11
Reed 141.101
Wednesday's Game
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 121, Boston 113
Atlanta at Montreal, In
Saturday's Game
Cincinnati at New York, In
Philadelphia N. Boston 97
Houston at Philadelphia, in
Sunday's Game
St Lows at San Dsego,
Philadelphia 119, Boston, 94,
Chicago at Los Angeles,( ni
Philadelphia
leads series 3-1
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, i n)
Wediseaday, May 19
Philadelphia at Boston, in
Friday, May 21
Boston at Philadelphia, ni, if
FORT WORTH, Texas 1AP — Final necessary
&today,May 23
scores and money-winnings Sunday in
Philadelphia at Boston. TBA, if
the 1350,000 Colonial National Invitation
Tournament on the 7,190-yard, par-70 necessary
Waters Coodarence
Colonial Country Club course
Sunday,Kay 9
Jack Nicklaus,$63,000
-70.4236
Angeles
Los
120.Saa Antonio 117
Andy North, 137,560
6140-17-72--276
Tuesday,May 11
60414171-277
Jerry Pate,$23,$00
6044-74411-271 Los Angeles 111,San Antonio 101
Tom Kite, $16,7011
Friday's Game
Bob Eastwood,$12,294 74-71-76-65—no
66-73-7044-2/10 Los Angeles 110,San Antonio 1041
Joe Inman,t12,214
Saturday's Game
Len Clements,$12,294 46-69-75-70-210
69-7447-70—SO Los Angeles 121, San Antonio 123. Los
Toni Purtzer, $12,294
wins
Angeles
series 4-0
72-74474$-211
$9,100
Trevino,
Lee

Pro basketball

Golf

Hendon's Service Station
Murray

753-192

IT'S gdipEN TIME AGAIN
New T

T

hod of Fresh Frozen Notables

Whirlpool
Model LEI5500XL Washer
• New 24 Design 2000 Mode
• 5 Automatic Cycles
REGULAR HEAVY
PERMANENT PRESS
KNITS GENTLE SOAK
and PRE-WASH
• New Double-Duty Super
SURGILATOR • Agitator
delivers a shorter faster
stroke for high-frequency
washing action
• Energy-saving Water
Temperature Control with 3
wash rinse Combinations
• Water-Saving Load-Size
Selector with 4 individual
settings
• MAGIC CLEAN • SelfCleaning Lint Filter
• Built-in Bleach Dispenser
• Automatic COO-Down Cara
helps provide proper care
for Permanent Press
garments
• 2 wash and 2 spin speeds
• Self Balancing Inner Basket
• Heavy-duty motor and pump
• Automatic Self-leveling
ma( legs

Frosty Acres lay

Limas
Peas
Butter Peas

20 b.$1 759

Frosty Acres Purple NW

201b.$1533

Frosty Awn

205 $1 533

Frosty Acts Itiockeyo

539

byes
June Peas
Okra
Green Beans
Corn
Beef Patties,

20 lb. $1

20 b.

$1 569

Frosty Acres Oritodod

205.

frosty Acres Cat

20 lb. $1 474

Frosty Acres Croat Style

$719
12-10412.0gs. •

The Fan Place

Ooortw lb. Pore Granola

$1 CISS
14 lb. box
r

52"
Reversible
Bross

Choice Sides °reed
225 To 300 Lbs.

Cat & Wm,* Frei

Coiling
Fans

$ 1 43
Lk

Phan Year Orders In

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
!If N. led St.

Pease 733-1601
NMI;7:01 1:11 MO.-M.

we Accept feed
Stegills

00V• 1
14431
Brand New 3-Month
Money Market Certificate
*Minimum Deposit $7,500.00
The certificate matures in 91
days
Your rate is based on the
90 Day Treasury Bill Rate
*We pay 'As% more than commercial banks
*Insured By The F.S.L.I.C.
(Substantial Interest Penalty For Early Withdrawal)

Security Federal
avings 84c Loan
Ass
oc
Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
1300

"Only Federal Inspected Moat Market In Murray '

"Your Future Is Important To Us."

—
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-When a man succeeds..
•K 72
be does it in spite of everIt.1 53
body, and not with the
•K Q 5 3
assistance of everybody." •K 72
E.W. Howe.
EAST
WEST
testing
today's
in
Success
•A 6
•QJ 1095
game depends upon how ,S 2
11 7 6 4
•A 109
declarer handles the trump •J 8 6 4
•.1 1005
suit. What problem can •94
there be in handling a solid
SOUTH
•8 4
trump suit? Read on to see
WAKQ109
what happened to a declarer
•7 2
who asked the same ques•AQ6 3
tion.
Vulnerable: None. Dealer.
Declarer ruffed the third South. The bidding:
spade and led a diamond to
dummy's queen and East's Seeth West North East
1111
Pus
20
Pass
ace. East returned a dia- 211
Pass
4tIP
All
mond to dummy's king and
Pass
declarer drew the trumps.
Opening lead: Spade queen
Declarer then played his
clubs and when this suit
broke 4-2, he lost another length (East) also has the
trick and his game went third trump to allow declarer to ruff his last club safedown one.
ly, holding the defenders to
was
he
Declarek claimed
the victim of bad luck. "I only three tricks.
would have made game had might be expected, declarer
West held the diamond ace can cash in on a bit of good
or had clubs split 3-3 - luck. The defender with club
that's about a 70 percent
Bid with The Aces
chance."
Declarer was right in his South holds: 5-17-B
analysis, but he was wrong
•K 7 2
about luck. He played cor•J 53
rectly to test the diamonds
•K Q 5 3
before drawing trumps, but
4K 7 2
when the diamond ace was North South
wrong, he missed an addi- 2 NT
ANSWER:Six no trump.
tional chance.
Instead of drawing three North has 22-24 points
rounds of trumps, declarer which, added to South's 12
should have drawn only two. points, totals enough for a
Then the clubs are started small slam.
Send bridge question to The Aces.
and if all follow, declarer P
0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75129,
can draw the last trump. with self-addreesed. stamped envelope
When clubs break 4-2 as for reply.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

aer.'

DOWN
ACROSS
1 Extras
1 Strikes
2 Behold!
6 Measuring
3 High moundevice
tain
11 Handsome
4 Conspiracy
young man
12 Glossy paint 5 Soft drinks
14 Philty's State 6 New Eng. •
State
15 Seed
7 Printer's
containers
measure
17 Briar
18 Before Pre1 8 Hit lightly
20 South Ameri- 9 Send forth
can mammal 10 Mend
11 Fruit
23 ChineSe
13 Inclines
pagoda
16 Mast
24 Meadows
19 Consumed
26 Hindu
21 Asian land
garments
28 Preposition 22 More mature
25 Author Anya
29 Chemical
compound
27 Locations
31 Swords
30 Evaluates
33 Greenland
32 Bar legally
settlement
34 Warm
35 Seines
36 Signified
39 Nerve
networks
42 Comparative
ending
43 Approaches
45 Classify
46 Short sleep
48 Mine excavation
50 Fruit seed
Ivan
51
or
Nicholas
53 Buddhist
dialect
55 NA's neighbor
56 Mexican
shawl
59 Snicker
61 Repulse
62 Alleviates

31E.11
1. Legal Notice
LEGAL
NOTICE

A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Burgess
Marine, executor,
of the estate of Martha Azlee (Mattie)
Jones, deceased.
Exeptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
May 26, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court.
Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
THE FOLLOWING ESTATE
FIDUCIARY APPOINTMENTS
H AVE BEEN
MADE IN THE
CALLOWAY
DISTRICT COURT.
ALL CLAIMS
AGAINST THESE
E STATES
SHOULD BE FILED WITH THE
FIDUCIARY
WITHIN SIX MONTHS OF DATE OF
QUALIFICATION.

t Notice

1. Legal Notice
Hugh Farris, Story
Ave., Murray, Ky.,
Deceased, Naomi
Farris, Story Ave.,
Murray, Ky., Executrix, Wm.
Donald Overbey,
291 Main St., Murray, Ky., Attorney.
Albert Luther
Wright, rt. 1, Dexter, Ky., Deceased,
James L. Wright,
Rt. 1, Fulton, Ky.,
Administrator, Sid
Easley, 204 S. Sixth
St., Murray, Ky.,
Attorney.
Alta Bray, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Ky., Deceased, Jettie Healy,
2836 Twenty-Ninth
St. North, St.
Petersburg, FL,
Executrix, Max W.
Parker, Courthouse, Murray,
Ky., Attorney.

WORLDS FAIR:
We have for rent
on a sightly basis
for the World's
Fair, modem, 2
bedroom, completely famished
apartments, C/N,
A/C, only 15
minetes from the
Fair. Cell Nell Pennell, 601-5667935, Tupelo,
Miss., after 3:30
p.m., weekends.

eand.
al The.d.,0,our
your portrait

you hare
U made outdoors in a
natural setting
• CARTER STUDIO
le 300 Main 753-8298w

NOTICE

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

COM UCCU CCU
OCCC CCM CCU
OC COM CCM
OW COM UCCC
CCU OUUU UCB
=CU =CU CO
CUCCU OCOCUU
00 U0130 CM=
UUU CCM CCM
MCC UCOU CO
COU MOBC OU
OU CUM MCC
UM UCUU IlULl
36 Depressions
37 pencil
feature
38 Let fall
40 Flowers
41 Essence
44 Freshet
47 Remove rind

49 Lamb's pen
name
52 Knock
54- a boy!
57 Hebrew letter
58 - Dorado
60 Tellurium
symbol

James Tebe Suiter,
406 S. 10th St., Murray, Ky. deceased,
Oina Camp, 401 S.
10th St., Murray,
Ky. Executrix,
Stephen C. Sanders,
Main at Seventh,
Murray, Ky Attorney.
Marion Virgil
Setser, Lakeshore
Dr., Hamlin, Ky.,
deceased, Betty Jo
Bowen, 31025
Military Rd. S.,
Auburn, WA 98002
Administratrix,
Max W. Parker,
Courthouse, Murray,Ky. Attorney.
H ilda Ward,
Woodlawn Ave.,
Murray, Ky.,
Deceased, Jack
Ward, 1608 College
Farm Rd., Murray,
Ky., Executor,
Michael D. Ward,
P.O. Box 395, Benton, Ky., Attorney.

SPECIAL
1/4
• Caret

'SLUGGO CLAIMS .\-•
HE'S GOING TO WIN
THE BUBBLE GUM
CONTEST

GOO &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Phi.
753-7113
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sinday

LETS GO FISHING
Now open Rex's Bait
and Tackle Hwy
732• Irvin Cobb Road. 5
miles off 94 East. Red
worms and night
crawlers, (fresh from
bed to box) rods and
reels, minnow buckets,
croppie • rigs, floats,
hooks; sinkers, and lots
of other bait related
items. Also novelties.
Open every day your
business always
appreciated.

144
NUM

AiF\

11'4 SEP'
AT NOON

Check Our
Classified
Section
For
Economically

4-1r
Meek

4
4611&
41,wo
4.43,

at,
MAZY - 17

,N2 Uraod Finikolo

T NAT'9
I WAS
COUNTING ON

VMAT

THAT YOU
COULDN'T

BELIEVE YOUR
EYES

BEETLE

4
4.

e

do

a resumes
1)1°6,

amd

Opubhcol,on

passports•
and.
I D s
.ho,s

tor
0

CARTER STUDIO
wi 300 Main 753-82985
Choose a rewarding
career as a MEDICAL
LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN. CUMBERLAND SCHOOL.
321 N. Washington,
Cookeville. Phone 5263660. Apply Now!
Classes begin June 7.

Shirley Florist
and
Green Houses
SOO N. 4th St.
array, Kentucky
Phone 753.3251
8-5 Mon.Sat.
Over-Eaters Anonymous anyone interested
in starting an O.E.A.
Club in this area please
send name and phone
number to: PO Box 27
Puryear, -Tn. 38251 for
information.
The Apple Tree School
provides quality child
care with an
educational program
for ages 2 through 5.
Also, a summer program is available for
school age children.
753-9356.
Wanted: All old feather
beds needed! Age or
condition is unimportant! Honest cash
buyer. Box 691, New
Albany, In. 47150
Directions Phone.

•
•

4milb
4010

5-i7

BOY,THEY SURE DON'T
MA2t1A,MIMJCIGERS
THE way TI-11EY
USED TO

"L

6. Help Wanted
Certified or Registered
Director of Respiratory
Therapy for 100 plus
bed. General accute
care hospital in Western
Kentucky. 2 to 3 years
supervisory experience
preferred. Submit resume and salary requirements to: PO Box
1040A Murray, Ky.
42071.
Jobs overseas-Big
money fast. $20,000 to
$50,000. plus per year.
Call 1 716 842 6000. Ext.
1705.
MODELS FOR INDUSTRIAL SHOWS,
FASHION, COMMERCIALS, PRINT ASSIGNMENTS CALL
2 1 2 58 2 5 5 59.
NEW FACES ALL
AGES FOR TV COMMERCIALS AND FILM
EXTRAS CALL 212 582
.
9
5
5
5
SINGERS FOR INTERNATIONAL DISCO
SOME TRAVEL ALL
TYPES CALL 212-869P 2352.

We need hap to clean
off our shelves to make
room for our new "Watery. Come in and help
us and receive a 33%
discount.
Wild Raspberry
Dixieland Center

Priced Autos

I THINK HE
WILL ,

HE'S
R IGHT-

1111 CATO
Catfish and Seafood
Wednesday throe*
Sunday, 10:00 AM •
6:00 PM, 753-1506

Reg.$550.00

•
• r

NMI

Would like to talk with
local farmer about furnishing fresh
vegetables for a re
staurant this summer.
Dial 753-4049.
You pick strawberries
N. 16th and Poor Farm
Rd. -50 cents a quart.
7a.m., Tues., Thurs.,
Sat. 753-0195.

10. Business OiLierfunity
Commercial Property
For Sale by owner that
has been used as a 6 bay
car wash. Concrete
block building with
paved parking area,
with all utilities. Can be
used for other
businesses. Located at
3rd and Sycamore Sts.
corner lot Murray, Ky.
Owner will consider
financing. Phone
Paducah 1-502-554-5513.

bUT T5 HAAAEUCIGER
TASTES
*NFL&

Part or full time work
from home, processing
mail or typing, experience unnecessary,
excellent income
potentials. For information send stamped, self-addressed envelope to: Betty
Orlowski 6467 S. 27th St.
Franklin, Wisconsin
53132.
We are taking applications for experienced waitresses,
cooks helpers, salad
department, and dish
machine operators.
Apply Colonial House
Smorgasbord 2-4p.m.
weekdays.

9. Situation Wanted
Hard working responsible woman would
like to clean houses,
possibly care for
elderly, or babysit. Will
do yard work and
gardening. Excellent
references available.
Call Gina 762-2553.
I will babysit in your
home. Call 436-5369.
Live-in house keeper.
Call 753-5310 or 759-9228.
Will do trenching for
water lines. 753-9839.
Will do tutoring. 7539349.
Will mow yards and do
yard work. 753-7675.
Will wash windows and
clean offices. Experienced. Call 436-2292.

10. Business Opportunity
MINIATURE GOLF
COURSES. Del. in 3
days, outdoors or indoors. Price $3,900 up.
Financing available.
LOMM A EN
TERPRISES, Box
955-5, Scranton, PA
18503(717) 346-5559.
SELL CALVIN KLEIN
AT $24.95 Open your
own Jean Store featuring not I or 5 top brand
name Jeans, but ALL 36
OF THE TOP BRAND
JEANS IN THE U.S.A.!
$9,975 includes inventory, supplies & training. Open in 15 days.
Call anytime 1-615.5520762.

19. Farm Equipment
1952 Red Belly Ford
tractor with bush hog
Recently over hauled
753-8124.

22. Musical

`CI
Op

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade es
tablished business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 753
4109 after 5p.m.

14. Want to Buy
Want to buy , standing
timber or high grain
logs. Young Sawmill
Beaver Dam, Ky. Cadiz
yard. Call 235-5648.
Want to buy 10ft. boat.
753-3618.

•

&LAVERS
P014N70m REVEALS fratiesigic,, THE c.;r6kir. ,
ARE 44044ttNT4AVLY 5runaver, BY THE

Olympic Ph=
753-7113
Open 9 a.m. to 9
p.a., 1 p.m. to 6
p.m. Sanday

kr%

Antenna tower with
rotar free if you cone
and get it. Call 753-8816
after 6p.m.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.

16. Home Furnishings

23. Exterminating

Furniture, appliances,
tools, car, camper,
tires. All household
items to be sold. 753
6002.
Matching sofa and love
seat, dining table and
chairs, bedroom suite,
stereo console. 753-0814.

Kelley's Tent*
88 Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

Factory So es
and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL
For termites,
roaches, ants,
any pests.

753-7794

Under New
Management

19. Farm Equipment
1973 966 IH Tractor like
new less than 1000hrs.
1979 6 row planter. 759
4588, 753-7637.

22. Musical
REPOSSESSED
ORGAN
One half already paid
balance die or monthly payments.

CLAYTON'S
753-7575

1

We're remodeling need more spoce for our
new stitchery section.
Corn* is and hap us
make room and receive
a 33% discount.
Wild Raspberry
Dixieland Center

Used riding lawn
mowers. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor and
Implement. 753 1319.
W & W 2 horse trailer
white with striping. Has
lights, brakes, and new
floor. Call after
5:30p.m.901 642 5069.

SALES CAREER.
MAN OR WOMAN NORTHWEST
TENN.8SOUTHWEST KY.
If you are a hard worker with a successful work or self
employment history, we will invest our time and
money to help you become more successful. We
welcome successful retail managers,owners, coochs,
supervisors, executive secretaries, offke managers,
law enforcement offices, insurance adjustors, real
estate agents and other winners to our sales team.
*Limited Travel
*Management Opportunity
*Soles Experience Optional
*Hon Technical Product
*Sales and product in field training
*High commission and repeat soles to industrial and
institutional accounts
*Excellent fringe benefits and Profit shoring.
*Achievement and performance bonuses
*Our successful men and women earn $40,000 to
$100,000
Up to $300 weekly salary plait $150 monthly UPON..
oNowance plus bonuses during training period. Late
model car required.

INTERVIEWS MONDAY & TUESDAY
CALL ED BUFFALOE, HOLIDAY INN
PADUCAH 502-443-7521.
IF UNABLE TO CONTACT
SEND RESUME TO
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORP.
P.O. Box 30310
Memphis, Tn.38130

I.

SPECIAL
1/4 Caret
amp. $550.00
New $1 99"aup
GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

.6
4

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Like new Baldwin piano
for sale. Call 753-1931
from 9 to 2 or after
6p.m

15. Articles for Sale

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Now Sl 99004 up

WHEN YOU CAN HEAR
YOUR FEET COUGHING

.4
•
111'

2. Notice

Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8-12.

2. Notice

YOU KNOW IT'S COLD

I CAN'T
BELIEVE
MY EYES,

MIE1E°X IC3CI

.4‘16.

BOBBY WOLFF
Nom 5-17-A

World ofSound

THE ACES®

NOTICE
YOU HAVE TEN(10)DAYS LEFT TO PURCHASE YOUR CITY STICKER WITH OUT A PENALTY. THE CITY CLERK'S
OFFICE IS OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, 8:00
A.M. - 5:00 P.M. AND WILL BLOPEN SATURDAY, MAY
22ND, 8:00 A.M. UNTIL.NOON, AND CLOSED MONDAY
MAY 31st IN OBSERVANCE OF MEMORIAL DAY. '
JO CRASS, CITY CLERK

z,,-4011101

„
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30. Business Rentals

24. Miscellaneous
10 Speed bike 753-9266.
1973 Ford 6 cylinder
motor and automatic
transmission. $175. 753
5231.
4x8 Flashing portable
sign. Must sell. Save
$150.502-529-2721.
Hope chest with tray
M., gun rack (holds I
guns) $OO., step stool ($2
steps) stores tools under steps. See at 1624
Olive or phaA• 753-1712.
Lawn mower battery 12
volt $24.99 exchange.
Wallen Hardware
Paris.
Marine battery power
pack 17 series 185 amp.
$59.99 exchange. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Snapper mower blades
25in., 26in., 28in., 30in.,
or 33in. $5.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Steel utility trailer 5ft. x
standard hitch.
753-9240.
Sunny. Acres Nursery.
Garden bedding and
house plants, 901
Johnny Robinson Road.
Call 753-3619.

26. TV-Radio
Color 25 inch TV, Only
25.00 per month.
New warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 Atlantic partly
furnished. Central air,
dishwasher, washer and
dryer, underpinning
Fox Meadows. $5450.
759-48/2 after 5p.m.
12x60 mobile home for
sale partly furnished.
Appliances and underpinning included. Call
after 5p.m. 759-1776.
12)(70 Mobile Home. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, cen
tral heat and air. 1975
model, underpinning
included. 753-5561.

MOBILE HOMES
FOR SALE
Financing
Available - Liberia!
Terms.
RIVERIA
COURTS
Hwy. 641 North
753-3280

1974 Village mobile
home 12x60 3 bedroom,
all electric. 753 7649.
1976 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
wood stove, central air.
On 3,e acre lot. Outside
storage. Call 753-2534
after 5p.m.
For sale near Panorama Shores mobile
home and lot. Near the
water ready to move in.
Call Doug 1 527 3125 for
details.
House trailer for sale
12x56. Reason for sell
ing we are moving.
437-4702.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Two bedroom trailer
$160. Brandi's Trailer
Park. Call 753 8411.

32. Apts. For Rent

Mini
Warehoese
Storage Spec.
For Rent
753-4758

32. Apts. For Rent
Duplex near college. 2
bedroom, large deck,
patio, central heat and
air. Calf after 5p.m.
753-6699.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment. 1
/
1
2 block from University. Open now. Call
753-2967 after 5p.m.
Furnished apartments,
1 or 2 bedroom. Also
sleeping rooms. Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th.
51.753-6609.
Great duplex 1 bedroom. Kitchen appliances furnished, heat
pump. Westwood. Coleman Real Estate 7539898.
HILLDALE APARTMENTS HARDIN, KY.
Now taking applications
on side for Section 8,
rent-subsidized apartments. 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin,
Ky or dial 502-437-4113.
Equal Ho-using
Opportunity.
Large, nice 3 bedroom
apartment. 2 baths,
dining room, air conditioned. Gas and water
paid. $250. a month.
753-7176.

anommenoMMINF
Now Leasieg

NUN-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, I 3 keireea nits trea
1165.80 per as. Handicapped salt. Newly constricts.
central Meat ail air,
carpeted, 'tilde. apOlen. Plitt WS Mu.Fri. 9:00-11:00 Nue
North* Dr.
Norm° Ky.
502-159-4364
Equl Rusin Opporteeity
One and 2 bedroom
apartments for rent.
Call 153-3530 The
Embassy Apts.
One and 2 bedroom

3IE 3E"X
37. Livestock-Supplies
For rent pasture and or
horse stalls Hickory
Lane Stables. 759-4588
or 753-7634
Performance tested
V,,
/
3
41 Simmentai and
Maine Anjou. Service
age bulls, only top
performance bulls from
our SOO cows. All butts
health tested and
guaranteed. Broadbent
Farms Cadiz, Ky. 42211.

FOR RENT
Ileavtifel fornished
apartment fee 4 college olds Of boys also
1 *mid 2 bedroom
amylopsin:. Sommer
and fall near University. Kelm 753-5865
or 753-5108 after
5:31 p.m.
Two bedroom un
furnished apartment for
rent. $200. month plus
$200. deposit. 753-9266.
Two bedroom unfurnished. Central heat
and air, appliances,
washer-fryer hook-up,
lease and deposit required. $190. per month.
No pets. 759-1750.
Two very nice furnished
1 bedroom apartments.
Walking distance to
campus. $95. to $100. a
month. 753-7276.
_

33. Roomsfor Rent
Rooms for rent 1 block
from University. 7531812 or 753-6933.

34. Housesfor Rent

Have you been
wanting a home
near the lake that
you can afford?
Here it is! House
and 1 acre near
Wildcat just off
Pottertown Road.
Lots of trees, well
and outbuilding.
Call 753-4000 or
489-2266. Only
$7,000.

Billy Morgan Broker
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

753-1222

Homes Fon ILIMG.
New listing at Coldwater. 3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath
home with central
gas heat, central
electric air, plus 18
X 24 workshop
with living
quarters upstairs.
Priced in the low
$ 6 0's . KOPPERUD REALTY
- 753-1222.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Ks,

Jones & Gray
Upholstery
105 N. 7th
753-0600

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Poison

110•••1110

11.

Hillside house with 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
completely renovated.
New heat pump and lots
of built-ins. Good
neighborhood. $62,500.
KOPPERUD REALTY 753-1222.

1974 4 door Impala.
Excellent condition,
new tires, 86,000 miles
5900. 753-0712 or
753.35341971 Chevrolet Station
Wagon. 10 passenger,
46. Homes for Sale ir
)54,000
miles, 5 good
radial tires. Excelient
condition. Outside body
rough.$550. 753-8124.
1976 Pinto PMG Coupe
Small house and 11
/
2 and 1973 4 door Toyota
acres includes shed. Stationwagon. Both excellent. Reasonable ofAsking $12,000. Call
fer. 436-2146.
753-7364 after 5:30
1977 Monte Carlo Lanp.m. Country setting,
dau with factory suncity address.
roof. Call 753-4027 after
4p.m.
1977 Pinto 43,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
1803 College Farm
For sale by owner„ 2 Road.
bedroom house com- 1979 Toyota Celica GT
pletely redecorated. 1 /
1
2 Liftback. 5 speed,
acre lot. Large out- power steering, air,
building. ,blear Lynn sport wheels, excellent
Grove. Call 733-3949.
condition. $5,195. Call
753-7217 after 5:30p.m.
1980 Caprice. Low
mileage, locally owned,
- We refine ie Cypress 1 owner. Call 753-2725.
Creek Area. New hot new 1980 Pinto excellent
carpet, deep well, hreisk- condition Also 1972
Pontiac Catalina $475.
el, le three Ills. Priced Is 753-9535.
SO ',kr S17.000.
For sale or trade 1978
Chevrolet El Camino
Brakes, steering, air.
753-3134 8-5 or see at
1301 Chestnut.

Co.

Quality Service

sad Vinyl
Custem trim
work. References.
Cell Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Heating and Air Con
damning Sales; Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal Service
Departments

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontaic
Cadillac
153-5315

*OMNI NINO FIIMNIT1Nti

753-7588*

*COMM MKT mann
C.4111•11TS

753-51140
1212 MAIN

Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates call 753-2310.
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick D ry Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827.
Chimney sweeping
service provided. Call
435-4348 or 762-4792.

Roofing New
Construction
Re-Roofing &
Maintenance

Four bedroom house
with plenty of closet
space. The house sits on
1 /
1
2 acres with new
storage building and
lust 2 miles from town.
For appointment call
753-8563.
Great duplex 2 bedrooms, kitchen appliances furnished.
Heat pump. Westwood.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.
New and nice 4 bedroont
home in Canterbury.
Must see to fully appreciate. Call 753-3903.

Beildvp and shingles

Clark
Compri
True Creek Rd.

Mayfield Ky
502-658-3286

Company

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 Smith

Murray, Ky.
Now .med- Used Auto
Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

. 753-5500

10

VD

00

753-3317

Do you have a tobacco
or dairy barn in need
of repair? Now would
be the time to give us
a coll.

We have in stock most
any type of electrical
motors from vacuum
cleaners to 100hp. Also
we are the local air
compressor repair ser
We put on or repair
vice. We service any
galvanized and
thing electric. We
specialize in cleaning
aluminum roofs and
air conditioners. Dill
siding.
Electric 753-9104.
Will do Italic Handwrit
ing 5 years experience.
Will address graduation
and wedding invitations
Reasonable
rates. Call Gina
762-2553.
K & K STUMP REMO- Will do plumbing, air
VAL-. Do you need condition, painting,
stumps removed from roofing, hauling, con
your yard or land crete work. Call
cleared of stumps? We 753-2211.
can remove stumps up Will do yard work and
to 24 inches below the hedge trimming, cut
ground, leaving only and remove dead
sawdust and chips. Call hedge. Call 753-0712 or
for free estimates. Bob 753 3534.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Will sharpen hand saws
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
and chain saws.
Lawn mower and small 753-4656.
engine repair, lamp
repair. R. L. Glover 261 55. Feed and Seed
Riviera Cts. 753-0885.
ALFALFA FOR SALE
Licensed electrician for Missouri Delta grown.
residential and com- Delivery or FOB
mercial. Heating and Merrell Farm PO Box
air condition, gas in- 121 Hayti, Missouri
stallation and repair. 63851 314 359 0323 or
Phone 753 7203.
359-0633.

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
75 3 - 03 29
(Home)

•

RENTALS

1967 Chevrolet pickup. 6
cylinder, straight shift,
step-side bed. 753-8124.
1968 Ford pickup 390
automatic needs minor
repair. Price now reduced. 474-2342.
1973 Dodge pickup 318
motor with topper. 7539948.
1979 Dodge Van. 75
percent customized. 6
cylinder gas saver,
chrome wheels. 901-6124.4578-4 Mon.-Fri.
1979 Ford 7-100 XLT.
Brown tan two tone,
AM FM cassette, tool
keeper, 302 motor. Call
435-4354 after 6p.m.

NEED IT? - RENT IT!
We Rent almost everything for Home
or Contractor
GENERATORS
Scaffolding

Bel-Air Decor Store

NOTICE
Stella Auto Repair
Owned and Operated By
Elmer 8, Emma Sholar
Tune Up - Air Conditioner
Carberator & Motor Work
Open 7:30 to 12:00
Others By Appointment.
Co11489-25 1

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
Peetaiie Crimes

L.

• 0• 5•00.0 0. 0
.0•00• 000.00•

C. Codie Adams - Auctioneer

CO

Da

*Subject to mortgage

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cots $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircat $2.75

We Buy and Sell Depression
Glass and Fiesta Ware.

PP A',

fl

_
HORNBUCKUBARBER SHOP

()mar
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOINIWORK111111

minum on
my
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jack Glover

50. Used Trucks

753-3642
CVSTM RISKIER

J.C. & C.
Sheeting

For Sale

753-9290

Tk• carrier dealer fee ales

753-8181.

fr

53 Services Offered

ROOF
.PROBLEMS?

Open Hours Mon., Tues., Wed., Than., Fri., Sat.
7:3012:30-753-3685

Aluminum
Service

Control
NW service is Serra, and
Calloway Comity $02
Chottosit

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

AlefiliMIN

Perdom & Thermos
Inseronce
Real Estate
Soethside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

S.1. Services Offered

Nice clean 1973 Ford Concrete, block, brick.
Ranger pickup. Phone 21 years experience. No
753-6714.
iob to large or small.
FLOOR SANDING
Free estimates. Call
51.Campers
AND FINISHING
753-5476.
20 years experieace.
For sale 1 camper for Custom Dozer work. All
short bed pickup truck. -kinds of dirt work.
Steied floors our
$100. Call 753-8380 after Specialize in clearing
specielity.
straight blade or cutter
5p.m.
BODEAU
blade. Call 502-658-3302
52. Boats-Motors
FLOOR CO.
nights or 502-147-4588.
354-6127
1976 Cobia 16ft. Run- FREE ESTIMATES On
about tri hull. 140hp All Electrical, Plumb
inboard -outboard. Call log, Painting, and well
527-8612 or after 5p.m. Pump Needs. Licensed.
Call 753-0092 or 753-9673.
527-7951.
Mitchell Blacktopping
Fence sales at Sears Commercial, Indust
53. Services Offered
now. Call Sears 753-2310 rial, Residential, also
41.MOtOrCyCleS
AIR CONOtTIONERS for free estimate for Patching and Seal
Coating. Phone 753-1537.
and appliances ser- your needs.
XL 185. Phone189 2153.
Paintjng: Check our low
viced. Freezers,
prices before you paint.
washers, dryers, and
Alamein Servo Cs.
4.Auto Services
Robinson and Day.
refrigerators. All
alnatens and vinyl 'idiot,
Import Auto Salvage. brands. 759 1322
7534292 or 753 3716
custom Iris work.
evenings.
New and used parts for
Datsun, Toyota, Opal,
letetences. Call Mill El
Refrigeration, air
and any imports. Buy
conditioning service
bitty, MAN.
today and save.
and repair. Central air,
474-2325.
refrigeration, air conUsed Volkswagon parts,
GENERAL HOME ditioning, heat pump
Need o second opi- ,REPAIR. 15 years ex service. "Spring
tune up, break jobs,
rebuilt motors at
nion? Local perience. Carpentry, Special" complete
Duane's Place. 435-4272
references. Call Hugh concrete, plumbing, cleaning on air roofing, sliding. NO conditioners. Phone 436
Cleland. 759-1718 o
49. Used Cars
JOB TO SMALL. Free 5536.
753-8076.
estimates. Days 474- TV's, stereos, C.B.'s,
1968 Camero needs body
2359, nights 474-2276.
radios, tape players,
work. Have all parts for
fixing it. $800. Call
Guttering by Sears. tractor radio, small
APPLIANCE Sears continuous gut- appliances. We will
474-8833.
SERVICE- Kenmore, ters installed for your repair TV's. Murray
1972 Buick Electra.
W e"stinghouse, specifications. Call Home& Auto.
Good mechanical conWhirlpool. 20 years Sears 753 2310 for free
dition. 5400. 753-3618.
experience. Parts and estimate.
Will clean carpets,
1972 Chevy Impala. 2 service. Bobby Hopper
windows, also clean
door, excellent condi- Bob's Appliance Serand wax hard wood
tion. Best offer. Call vice 202 S. 5th St.
759-4805 or 753-8430 after 7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2 ,
floors. Satisfaction
5p.m.
753-8886(home).
guaranteed.

Ladies & Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
Boots $1.00 pc.
225 L.P. Miller St.(Acme Prom Cinsimo,Crew I

Taxi Cab Service
Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

Office Coast to Coast
Boyers from Inrywisons
(shale Simko Sawa 1100
191? C olIvator load
Norm, llooteciy 42171
(SO2)753-1116
Aarhus
JOE 1. KENNON
Broker
Licensee leaded

50. Used Trucks

Three bedroom brick
house. Fireplace, den,
fenced in yard. One half
block from MSU.
540,000.753-2716.
Two fireplaces, large
den makes this home
cozy and comfortable.
New carpet, newly
painted inside and out
See to appreciate
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.
Want your privacy?
Then rent this 2 bedroom home, country.
Coleman Real Estate
7534.98.

For Sale

Dial-A-Service
911

Strout.
Realty
---

Days 502-235-5182.
Registered Quarter
horse mare 6 years old,
sorrel 14 /
1
2 hands. Do
have papers. Call after
5:30p.m.901 642 5069
Beautiful cedar siding
home located minutes
4.Produce
from Murray. 3 bedSTRAWBERRIES - room, full 2 baths, den,
Cones U -Pick Farm 1 kitchen, dining room,
mile West of Benton on wet bar, nice patio and
Symsonia Hwy. beautiful lot. Offered at
$37,500. Call Spann
527-7657.
Realty Today 753-7721.
41. Public Sale
Good country living on
four acres. Nice brick
Thinking about a yard
home, central heat and
sale? Join us at the fair
air, all appliances and
grounds flea market.
some furniture will
Open Fri., Sat., and
stay. Large 30x25
Sun. To reserve a spot
phone 753-1669 or 753- workshop. House is only
three years old. KOP9729.
PERUD REALTY -7531122.

10 1,2 percent FINANC
ING!!!! Yes a small
downpayment and owner financing will make
you the owner of this
newly decorated 1 /
1
2
TwcY bedroom house 413 story, 4 bedroom home
S. 10th. $175. Also 2 with basement, alum.
bedroom apartment siding, central heat with
1417 Hillwood Dr. Call wood stove for en
believable economy.
753-9240.
Double lot near school.
Very attractive un
Make your appointment
furnished 3 bedroom
now by calling • Spannhome in Murray. CarRealty Assoc. 753-7724.
port, study, and many
extras. $250. per month
rent. $150. deposit. Call
753-9829.

apartments near downtown Murray. 753-4109
or 436-2841.
One bedroom or 3
bedroom apartment.
Call 8-5 753-3134.
Small nice furnished
apartment. Single only.
Inquire 100S. 13th.
Small, partly furnished
1 bedroom apartment.
Near campus. Water 36. For Rent or Lease
paid. $105. 489-2244.
One bedroom unTwo bedroom un- furnished apartment on
furnished apartment S. Main Street near
8th near hospital. 2 Hospital. $145month.
bedroom partially fur-. Deposit required.
nished apartment and 1 5 bedroom -home 2
bedroem furnished blocks from campus
apartment -near down- $250month. Ideal for
town. Adults only, lease stud en t s.
and deposit required. 4 bedroom country
Call 753-9208 after Ip.m.
home. $250month. DeTwo bedroom duplex Posiit r equir e d
901 Northwood Dr. Cen. Call Spann Realty Astral heat and air. No sociates, 753-7724.
pets. 753-0814.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Two bedroom duplex
and 2 bedroom apart- For rent pasturp and
ment. Appliances fur- stable space for horses
nished. Call 753-2465 in Murray. Call collect
after 4p.m.
901-479-2819 after 6p.m.

T

43. Real Estate

Five year old 3 bedroom
near Kenlake Resort.
Large kitchen, carpet,
air condition. $195. plus
deposit. Call 442-3877.
Spacious 4 or 5 bedroom
home $325. month.
Lease and deposit required. 753-9341.
Three bedroom, 1 /
1
2
bath, large kitchen,
fireplace with wood
burning insert, carport,
plus large garage. Call
753-0900 after 5p.m.
Three bedroom house.
Carpeted, newly decorated, air condition.
Family only. No pets.
$225. plus deposit.
Phone 753-2835.
2 Bedroom apartment
$100. Call 762-3394 (office) or 489-2741 after
5p.m.
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake. Completely furnished,
washer-dryer included.
753-8964 after 5p.m
Deposit required.
Two bedroom, newly
decorated house with
air and natural gas.
Located in Stella. References. Call 753-3177.

IC Homesfor Sale

43. Real Estate

540 Acres
Fri.. May 21 - 10 A.M.
LocArsa: 8 miles West of Paris. TN.. Near Como. on Henry and Old Sege Rd.
Watch for Auction Sign on Hwy. 70 or Hwy. 79 in Henry. Then Follow Arrows.
TERMS 10% Down 100% Financing. Available on Balance, Assumption or
Assignment. Possession New or a later agreed to date.
Roger and 'Thomas Long - Owners; Approximately 475 Tillable
Acres of Level to General Rolling Open and Botton Land. Mostly
Memphis Loan (Good Corn, Soybean and Cotton Ground) Plenty
of Water, year around running creek suitable for irrigation.
Included are 3 Grain Bins - 1 12000/Bushel, 2 8000/Bushel, with
gas dryer.
SOLD IN TWO TRACTS
Tract I - 194 Acres with two BD Rm. Frame House, fenced and
cross fenced,40x50farrowing house.
Tract II-349 Acres, 4 Bd Rm Frame House, Grain Bins, Some
Fencing, Equipment Shed & Barn. Then As A Whole.
95 Acre Field-92 Acres Tillable
All Description and information contain herein were derived
from reliable sources and are for advertising purposes only. No
warranty or guarantee is expressed or implied. Announcement
made on Day of Sale takes precedence.
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Delta Queen strikes dam
Sounds like hypoglycemia
DEAR DR LAMB -About two to four hours
after I eat a high-carbohydrate. low-protein breakfast
such as pancakes I break out
in a sweat and get weak in
the knees and feel somewhat
dizzy This lasts for about 30
minutes to an hour and I
must sit down and just wait
it out, at which time I go
about my business
Am I suffering from
diabetes' I am 53 years old
and have been an addict to
running since 1973 I run 40
to 70 miles a week, running
almost every morning, ending up with a good breakfast,
but no pancakes anymore I
quit smoking in 1975 after
30 years of two packs a day
My running reduced my
weight from a high of 210 to
my present weight of about
170 pounds I'm 6 feet tall
and my pulse rate is 50
DEAR READER — I
doubt very much that your
symptoms are related to
diabetes in any way They
sound like hypoglycemia If
so you probably have reactive hypoglycemia, the form
that occurs as a rebound
reaction to carbohydrate
loading The large intake of
concentrated sweets and
surrhes stimulates an overproduction of insulin, or a
release of the insulin at the
wrong time
The symptoms are those
we see with the outpouring
of adrenaline in response to
a fall in blood glucose levels
That causes sweating. weakness and a tendency to dizzi-

Lawrence) E. LambiM.D.
DEAR READER - The
nerve trunks to your arm
pass under the clavicle (collar bone) and so do the large

And if you have any more of
these reactions try to duplicate the situation so you can
have a blood glucose level
taken when the symptoms
OCt.11.r

Meanwhile I am sending
you The Health Letter number 18-8, Hypoglycemia The
Low Blood Sugar Problem
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019
DEAR DR. LAMB — The
doctor said I have a thoracic
outlet syndrome in the left
shoulder area and I should
have an arteriogram of that
section. It may mean cutting
away part of the top rib to
relieve a pinched artery
Is that serious or
common? Is there any other
treatment alternative? What
causes it'

arteries to your arm Behind
these structures is the rib
cage
In some cases the clavicle
can be pulled back against
the rib cage, literally trapping the blood vessels and

nerves This ran affect the
arm and hand In extreme
cases atrophy may follow
We see this in people carrying a back pack that pulls
the shoulders back
If a person has an extra
rib it may compress the
space And in some people
muscles in the neck area
may compress arteries or
nerves It is not common but
it is not rare either. If it is
caused by a back pack, eliminating the pack may help
But in many cases the best
approach is to relieve the
mechanical pressure by
surgery

NEW ROTARIANS — New members to the Murray Rotary Club, installed at
Thursday's meeting, include (from left) Don Starkey, director of placement and
cooperative education at Murray State University and sponsored by Chuck
Foster; Dr. John R. Quertermous, physician and sponsored by Joe Dick; and Joe
Bolin, assistant county attorney, who transferred his membership from the Clinton club. He also is a past president of the Clinton club.

SAVERTON, Mo.(AP)
— The stern-wheeler
Delta Queen, carrying
more than 150 people,
struck a dam in the
Mississippi River near
here, and officials said
Sunday they would wait
for better weather to
resume efforts to free the
vessel.
Officials evacuated 187
passengers and 75 crew
members from the
disabled excursion boat
after it hit the dam Saturday while trying to enter
a lock on its way to St.
Louis.
One crew member of
the boat was reported
slightly injured in the collision, officials said, and
two men were slightly
hurt Sunday morning trying to free the boat from
the dam.
Authorities decided
after that accident to
abandon attempts to
dislodge the Delta Queen

until stronger equipment
was available
Rick Spencer of the
Missouri River Water
Patrol said authorities
were awaiting a written
release from the river
boat's owners, Delta
Queen Inc. of New
Jersey, before trying
again to remove the boat.
Tom Dunker,
lockmaster at Lock and
Dam 22, said Sunday
night that rain, high
water and a swift current
would prevent any attempt to free the boat
before Monday,even with
immediate approval of
the company.
Assistant lockmaster
Russell Maple said the
Delta Queen was preparing to enter the lock about
7:40 p.m. Saturday when
the current caught the
boat and pushed it
against the wall of the
dam.

ness or faintness
The exercise helps to
deplete your body of its
glucose Even diabetics who
take insulin have to regulate
their exercise because the
exercise can decrease the
insulin requirements causing
a hypoglycemic reaction
Then you add to the problem
by consuming a breakfast
high in starches and sweets
I think having changed
your breakfast you may
avoid symptoms If not, try
taking some sweet liquids
during your runs, such as
orange juice Or switch your
program so you eat a light
breakfast before running

Jet crewmen
eject to safety
TELLICO PLAINS,
Tenn. AP) — Both
crewmen aboard a Kentucky Air National Guard
RF-4 Phantom ejected to
safety as their craft
crashed in a secluded
area of the Cherokee National Forest.
The plane went down
shortly after noon Saturday in mountainous terrain just inside the North
Carolina line, said
Monroe County Chief
Deputy Garland Watson.
The camera-equipped
version of the F-4 fighter
was assigned to the 123rd
Reconnaissance Tactical
Squadron at Standiford
Field, Louisville.
It and another RF-4
were on a low-level photo
mission en route to training exercises at Savannah, Ga., when some explosions and a fire broke
out, Brig. Gen. Carl
Black, squadron commander,said.
The plane's pilot, Capt.
Michael Sams, 33, of
Louisville, suffered a
shoulder fracture and
was admitted to University of Tennessee Hospital,
Black said. He was
released Sunday in good
condition.
Lt. John Bell of
Louisville reported some
minor bruises and cuts
but was not hospitalized,
Black said.

Share the spirit.
Share the refreshment.
Light,fresh Salem Lights.

GET

DOWN TO
EARTH
With

a CASE tiller at
a down to earth
price

• Spring tilling
• Summer cultivating
A Case tiller gots
down to earth. Get a
tough Case.
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health.
A

McIteel Eq.
583 Widow
753-3862

A- -9 mg."far", 0.7 mg. nicoent ay. per *niftily FTC methodIr
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